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The dlmamics of a nonrelativistic spinless N-particle
system with time-dependent, smooth, scalar interactions is
investigated. If the system also couples to an external
vector fiel-d, the generaÌized Wigner-Kirkwood IW-KJ expan-

sion of the quantum propagator < Nlu (t,s) lV> is obtained from

a large-mass expansion of the higher-order WKB approximation.

This procedure illuminates the structural interconnection

between these two semiclassical approximations. rn the case

of zeyo vector potential, a complete formal exponential

representation of the propagator is obtained in terms of
connected simple graphs. For time'independent Hamiltonians

H the W-K expansion of the heat kernel-.xle-U"lrt is recovered.

The practical efficiency of this expansion is illustrated
by computing guantum corrections to some correlation functions

of statistical mechanics.

By comparing the W-K and WKB methods, three complete

integrals of the classical Hamilton-Jacobi eguation for
')g = p-/2m + v(xrt) are constructed. These integrals include

Hamilton's principal function S, and they are analytic
functions of inverse mass in a punctured disc about the

l- l-



origin. The coefficients of their Laurent expansions

may be expressed using gradient structures associated

with tree graphs. Jacobi's theorem is used to induce

unique cl-assical paths satisfying two-point boundary

conditions, for sufficientty short time displacements

t-s.
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INT-RODU-C1TIAN

This thesis is concerned with the nonrelativistic
mechanics of N-body systems. The term mechanics refers
to guantum statistical mechanics, quantum dlmamics and

also classical dynamics. These three broad topics are,

respectively, the subjects of the three parts into which

this work has been divided. Nevertheless, the material
presented in these parts is based on some fundamental

interconnections which exist between their subjects.

the remainder of this introduction will give a summary

of the thesis, and relate it to other results in the

l-iterature.

To begin with Part It the physical system is assumed

to be described by a (time-independent) Hamittonian
)

H (x,p) = p'/2m * u (x), and to be in thermal equilibrium
with surroundings at fixed inverse temperature ß. This

situation is described in statistical mechanics by use of

the canonical ensemble, and the corresponding density (or

statistical) operator is exp(-ßH), Ipat 671" The density

operator is a fundamental guantity in quantum statistics.
From it, the thermodlmamic functions of the syste.m, and

other thermalaveragesr mây be obtained. In turn, the

density operator is described by its integral kernel,



which in the Dirac notation [Mes 621 is denoted by the

matrix element =x I e u"l rt.
This "heat kernel" has been the subject of much study.

One method, originally due to Wigner twig 32f, studies

the so-called "Wigner distribution function", which is
a certain integral transform (due to Weyl [Wey 27 l) of
the heat kernel. Wigner expanded his distribution
function as a power series in Planck's constant h. (The

sources of this h-dependence are (i) from the substitution
p = -iñv* in the Hamil-tonian, and (ii) from an explicit
h appearing in Weylrs integral transform.)

The use of this expansion has historically come

to be known as the Wigner-Kirkwood (W'K) expansion,/

approximation (Kirkwood attempted to adapt the expansion

to account for the indistinguishability of the system's

particles IKir 33 ]. )

The integral transform mapping the density operator

to the hrigner distribution function can also be app]-ied

to other operators. This results in the "Wigner method",

which has been discussed in [Moy 49, Imr+ 67, Lea 68,

RS 801.

Wigner's method contains a certain amount of formal

elegance. It establishes a close (but necessarily

incomplete) analogy between quantum and classical statis-



tical mechanics, and conseguently has been widely studied

[arg 65, GLS 68, Vor 76, Ber 7'7, Smi 78, Kor 79, BJ 84].

Unfortunately, Wignerrs method suffers from a number

of limitations as a practical computational tool for

guantum statistics. (These are outlined in more detail

in Section 2.1. ) It is therefore of interest to

consider other, more direct, approaches to the heat kernel.

One such alternate approach, and a most profitable

one, is the heat kernel expansion of Fujiwara, Osborn

and Wilk IFOW 82]. It is studied in Part I and indeed

its techniques underl-ie a large part of the present work.

Their resul-t gives a complete formal description of the

structure of the heat kernel, by expanding it in terms of

the relevant physical parameters q = 71272m and B. The

coefficients in this expansion are parametric integrals

of the potential u and its derivatives, and they are

functions of X¡y. The derivative structures involved are

entirely determined by connected simple graphs twil 75).

As it must, the use of this exPansion gives results equi-

valent to those of Wigner's method, and it also will be

called the (graphical) W-K expansion.

This graphical expansion will be reviewed in Chapter f,

where it witl also be shown that simil-ar techniques may

be used to describe the mixed representation Dirac matrix



elements of the density operator, namely .ple u"l"t and

. x I e-U" I *t. (These are the integral kernels of F 
"-BH

and e-ßH 6+ respectively, where ç is a Fourier transform,

and * denotes adjoint. ) The chapter concludes with a list

of some problems which have previously been solved using

the traditional- Wigner method.

One of these problems will be solved in Chapter 2

using the graphical w-K expansion. This will ill-ustrate

some of its practical benefits, namely the relative ease of

calculation and the fact that aII coefficients are known

at once, because it provides a complete (formal) description

of the heat kernel.

It is worth mentioning the existence of yet a third

approach to the heat kernel, based uPon a Wiener integral

representation. See [Yag 56, GY 60, Bru 6f, Nel 64, F]ie 751.

Other studies of the heat kernel include tt\,Iil 73, Bal- 78,

CaI 83, Cha 841.

Turn now to an overview of Part II. There the dyna-

mical probtem of time evolution of a quantum system is

considered. This topic is related to the material of

Part I, because if the well-known replacement B = ít/h

is made, then the density operator is replaced by

-irH,/ñe ¿vLLl ", which is the time evolution operator for the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation



Üt=Hút

(út is the vector, in a Hilbert space, which describes the

guantum system at time t " ) fn fact it will be shown that
even if the HamiLtonian is allowed to be time-dependent,

1H(x,p,t) = p'/2m + u(xrt), then with some simple modifi-
cations, the techniques of Chapter I may again be used

to describe the various Dirac matrix elements of the time

evolution operator U(t,s) associated with H(t).
These matrix elements are cal_Ied "propagators". Their

structure is also shown to be described by connected graphs,

and if they are expanded in powers of m-I = Zq/nz, then

the result is essential-Iy the !v-K expansion generalized

to the time evolution problem. From this point of view

the !,1-K expansion is fundamentally a large mass expansion

[osb 84 ]. rn turn the large-mass limit is a semicrassical

notion.

However, semiclassical evolution of a quantum system

can result from either of two asymptotic limits. One may

assume that Planck I s constant h is small and study the

limit h -+ 0; or the particle mass m may be considered

large and the lfunit m -l' @ investigated. The latter
mechanism has just been argued to be responsible for the

(generalized) w-x expansion. The characterization of quantum

dynamics as h + 0 leads to the WKB approximation, in the

form found initialLy in the work of Birkhoff tBir 33a,

Bir 33b1.

dl-Tl 
-dt



The murtidimensionar wKB method has a large and active
literature; to quote a sampling of it, see tCho 55, Kel 58,

Mas 62a, lfas 62b, BM 72, DeW 76, Vor 76, KM 79, Fuj 79, Fuj g0,

Ì4íz 81, Þ1F 81, BR 84, ETW 851. One might also mention

another representation of the propagator based on the

Feynman path 'integral' . This is a kind of imaginary-
temperature version of the wiener integrar, but is mathe-

matically nontriviat because it is not defined using a

measure. See [Nel 64, FH 65, AH 76, Tru 76, Fuj 90, Sch g1]"

rt seems a naturar question to ask about the mutuar

interreration between the w-K and wKB semicrassical approxi-
mations of the propagator. This question is the subject
of Part rr. There it is shown that by making a large-mass

expansion of the WKB coefficients (which incidentally are

determined by classical- mechanics), the w-K expansion is
recovered. This idea provides a new way of deriving the

w-K expansion in cases where no complete graphical_ expansion

is known. For example, this wirr be done for systems coupling
to an external vector potential À, so that
H(x,p,t) = lp - A(x,t)12¡Zm + u(x,r).

rt is worth remarking that both the w-K and wKB expansions

are non-perturbative in character, because in both the

leading term is infinite order in the potentials vrA. They

are thus capable of accurate predictions in the case of very
strong interactions.



The W-K approximation is appealing because its
coefficients are rather simple, and easy to compute,

accounting for its wide use in statistical mechanics.

on the other hand, the IÌKB method a]-rows for a detaired
comparison of quantum and classical dynamics, because its
coefficients are built up from the crassicar action.

The last remark brings us naturarry to the subject
of Part rrr. The problem addressed there is that of
finding solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of
classical mechanics tGF 631 for a large, but suitabry
well-behaved, cl_ass of potentials u (x,t). This non-trivial
probrem is of interest in its own right (i.e., apart from

its connections with WKB theory) because if an appropriate
solution (namely the comprete integrar) is found, then the
cLassicar dynamics may be recovered from it using a theorem

of Jacobi. rn Part rrr, three different physicalry meaning-

ful complete integrals will in fact be found. The general

method of attack emproyed there can be summarized as follows:
(i) generalize the classicat dynamics to the furr quantum

problem, (ii) solve the problem completely by the w-K method,

(iii) take the classicar limit of this solution, using wKB

theory as a guide.

The crassical- dlmamics impried by the three complete

integrals witl also be studied in part III"



The mathematical derivations in parts r and rr are of
an heuristic (- formal, intuitive, nonrigorous) nature:
limiting processes are freely interchanged, the Dirac

cal-culus is employed, and series are assumed to be at
least asymptotic" However, a few technicat warnings have

also been interjected, to maintain a proper perspective.

such derivations are of course quite usefur because

of the structural insight they provide, and also because

they give answers quickly! The answers may then be

anal-yzed more carefully. This has been done in part rrr,
which is intended to be mathematical-Iy rigorous.
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CHAPTER 1

Wiqner-Kirkwood Expan sions

51 " 0 fntroduction

Consider an N-body quantum system with Hamiltonian
^ -loperator H, at temperature T = (kBß)

Boltzmann's constant and a ^ denotes an operator in Hilbert
space). This chapter will study the analytical structure
of various matrix elements of the (unnormalized) canonical

density operator exp (-BiI) . This wilI lead to semicLassical

expansions of a type originating in the work of Wi-gner

and Kirkwood.

We consider here a non-relativistic system of struc-
tureless particles of mass m, and zero charge" If the

particles move in 3 dimensional space, then the dimension

of the system's configuration space is d = 3N. Let the

particles be subject to mutual and external interactions

described by a static total potential energy function

u: Rd * R. Then the wave-mechanical Hamiltonian is
tMün 6 91

)H(x,-iñv*) = -qv; * u(x) ,

and is related to È according to: (firl) (x) = H(x,-ffiv*),1, (x)

'?Above, x e R* is a system configuration variable, and q

is the quantum scale factor

10



l_1

)fl-q= ñ r

where h - 2nfr is Planck's constant. Basically our caI-
curations will assume that u and its partial derivatives
are bounded real-analyt.ic functions.

In Section I.1 we shall review the W-K expansion of
.xle-UÊirr, the co-ordinate space integral kernel or 

"-ßÊ.
In Section I.2, the corresponding expansions for .xle-UÊl*,

and .ple UÊlrt, where p,k . Rd are momentum variables,
will be derived. rt will be seen that these three expansions

are semi-classical, either in the sense of sma11 ñ andr/or

large mass (q * 0), or in the sense of high temperatures

(ß * 0). Finally, Section 1.3 witl contain some brief
comments about topics of related interest.

g 1 .1 The Heat Kernel- . * l"- uû lu,
If x,y . Rd are configuration variables, then

.x I e UÊ 
l r, (the so-ca1Ied 'heat kernel' ) denotes the

integral kernel of the operator "-ßH on Hilbert space

þ = r,2 (Rd;c) . Thus

("-uû,t,) (*) = / adv .xle uÊlr' 
ú (y) , (þ eH ) ,

the integral being over Rd unless^ specified otherwise.

Since the W-K expansion of .x I e U" 
l rt has been derived

formally in IFOW 82), and analyzed in a mathematically

rigorous fashion in [Osb 84], only a summary of these

results will be presented here.



L2

The interacting heat kernel admits the factorization

.xleuÊl"t=(X¡.-ßÊo¡orF(x,yiß,q). (r.1)

Here HO (x,-iñvx) = -qv2* = -gax is the free wave-mechanical

Hamiltonian, and the corresponding free heat kernel_

-ßH.xle ""olo' = (4rße) -d/2 exp{-l*-y12/fagq¡¡

contains an essential singularity at q : 0 (and ß - 0). By

contrast the "configuration function" F depends smoothly

on q and ß near their origins, and tends to l if g -+ 0

or u + 0.

Replace u by Àu where À e R is a coupling constant.

Then the natural logarithm of F has a graphical repre-

sentation which is in fact a coupling constant expansion:

log F(x,y;ß,q) = ;. 
^t ".r(x,y;ß,q)n=I

The formula determined in [FOI^7 82] for L isn

T) =^x ;^ ,'fi (-B)t***rsm+r la"r.
2ln m=u rn (r.2)

. .e,,. n

r=il¡ =,r(sij 
! )-1 (bij ) tl {t"'*olr- u tãn)

The notation used in (L.2) is as follows:

The dt{ integration is the multiple integral

111
lang=lae., ldEr laE_

;" o 'L'o ' 'o -n
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The b., _, and c_ are dif ferential operators depending on1l n
a 

- 
lÈ F \ç - \Ç1r...t|,,)¡

b.. = o(Ë.,F.) D..D. 
n

-ij =.61,8i) oi'oj , .r = .j., Ej(Ej-1) oj'oj ' (1.3)

where oi denotes a gradient operator in nd that acts only

upon the potential function whose argument contains the

index j e I - nr âs follows:

oj v(ã1) ... u(ãrr) = u(81) ... (vu) (ãr) u(ãrr) tr.4)

The symbol ã. is the linear path in nd from y to x:
.J

Ej = y + ti(x-y¡ when Ej e [0,1] = r . (I.5)

The coefficient in b. . above is the one-dimensional Green
?function g: I- -¡ [Rr

9(Ei,Ej) = min{Ei,Ei}lmax{Ei,Ej} I] , (I.6)

and its diagonal values g(Ej,Ej) appear in 
"rr.

The sum indicatea by hn is the sum over all simple

connected graphs on n vertices twil 75f. For a given

connected graph, if vertices i and j are (directly) linked,

then [.,. is summed from l to @i if i and j are not linkedr_l

L-. = 0. Finally r = 0 when n = !, and for n > 2zr-l

r= I 9, (1.7)
1<icjsn 1l

ft is helpful to consider some examples in order to
understand the Io. (see also [FOW 82]). First suppose n = 1Þn



l4

(a rather special- case). Then there is only one simple

connected graph, which may be identified with the

diagramme

of
having vertex-label 1. There are no links in this graph,

so all [=- = 0, r = 0, andr-l

If n.= 2, there is again only one graph, namely

Lr = 
*!o # (-s)1+* q".' ï ¿Er "î vrãr)

having one link. Hence r = ntZ I 0 and

æ æ 2T . 2+m+r m+r r -?. . -lL^ = t , _l^ ñI (-ß)-'""' J d'E ( utz!) r
' ur2=I *=0 -"' iZ

9,- ^.L¿m" bt)- c') v (61) v (Er)

If n = 3 there are four distinct connected simple

graphs,

eØef)cfr {ß e-b €fr
The first three are distinct due to the labeling and they

are minimally connected (tree) graphs. They have tl-3, L23,

,IZ set to zeto respectively. The fourth graph shown

is a complete graph. Hence for L, the ,h, part of (1.2) is
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æ@æ6

IX+tI+tI
LI'=I L23=I LIZ=L 113=1 gt3=1 LZ3=I

+TI["
LI2=I 113=1 L23=I

In general, the terms othn may be generated by

starting with the complete simple graph on n vertices
l(having i n(n-1) links), then removing any 1 1ink, any

2 l-inks,... I from this graph, subject to the constraint
of connectedness, which implies that at least a minimum

number of n-I links must be present.

By collecting the coefficients of common powers of
either q or B in (I.2) one obtains two semiclassical
asymptotic series:

and

vûe shall be concerned most with series (l.B) " upon exponen-

tiating (1"8) and employing the cumulant formulae to group

powers of o outside the exponential one obtains:

F - "torr- + qsr + e2 lsro I sf l * ...)

which is basically the W-K expansion.

(1 .8 )

(1.e)



l_6

The explicit formulae given in IFOW 82 I for the off-
diagonal (y I x) coefficient= so and s, of interest in
Chapter 2 are

I
so(x,Yiß) = -ß [ue utã) (1.10a)

0

sr(x,y;ß) = 82 {ut 6(E-r)¡u(ã)

83 l^a2E g ( Ey, E)vvtãrl . vv (82) (r.10b)
t2

with the diagonal (y = x) values

SO (x,xi B) = -B v (x) (I.11a)

sr(x,xiß) = å 82 ¡u(x) *#ß3 lvu{*)12 (r.rlb)

It j-s also of interest to consider, ât least briefly,
the mathematical nature of series (1.8). One would like
to assume it has meaning, at least as an asymptotic series.

This fact has been proved in [Osb 84f, and of course

requires that some specific assumptions be made about the

potential u.

Specifically, suppose u is the Fourier image of a

complex Bore1 measure u in Rd,

u(x) = / "rx"o du(a) ,

and suppose there is a natural number M, and a real number

K > O (depending on p and M) such rhar (llull = lu¡tndll



t7

/ l"l" alulrol = K' llu ll [n=0- (2M+2))

Then the configuration

asymptotic expansion as

function has the following M-term

q -> 0:

,yì ß) ¡¡
{l- + ¡ ql T.:(x,Yrß)}

j=I J
F (x, yì B,g) = "to 

(*

e2r4+2 ) ß2 / a)¡,r+r +|]!
terms of S_'s by comparisonn

exist for derivatives of F

* E**1 (x'Y;ß,q) ,

wherethe error term has the (xry)-uniform bound

lE¡,r*rl = ql{+l ßM+2 exp(llu ll

Coefficients T. are obtained inj

with (1. 9) . Similar expansions

with respect to xr 1z or ß.

91.2 Mixed Representations

The graphical representation of 1og F described in
the last section provides (forma1Iy, at least) a^complete

characterization of the statistical operator "-BH. However,

if we regard the momentum representation in guantum mechanics

on an equal footing with the position representation, then

it is of theoretical, and perhaps practical, interest to

consider also the matrix erements <xle'ufil*rr <pl"-ufrlp

and .ple ufil*t, where prk are momentum variables.

fn this section we will derive the W-K expansion for
the two mixed-representation matrix elements (x-k and p-y)

mentioned above. These will be seen to admit algebraic
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factor izations

.xle uûl*> =<xl.-uûo lkrrn (x,k; ß,o)

, -8Ê, -oO
çle Iyr = .ple ""0¡rrF#(p,y;B,q)

(1.12a)

(1 .12b)

just Iike (1.1). The new "configuration" functions F* and
+F'' turn out to have graphical representations quite simil-ar

to that for F.

Before proceeding with the derivations, a few explana-

tory comments are in order concerning the Dirac notation lrt
for a momentum variable k. As a matter of factr Ç(lÛlrt is
the integral kernel of the operator úÊ'1, whet" Ê denotes

the (I/í) -Fourier transformation tt'l¡ 811:

(F,t,) 0c) = (2rñ) -d/2 / ad* "-ik'x/k ú (x)

We shall adopt the normalization

c<lt<' = (2n1't)-d/2 
"i*'k/fr -.qxt ,

so that

/ ad* lxro<¡ = î = / ¿dr lt'.xl

Here f is the identity (Iü = ü) and the overbar denotes

complex conjugation.

Turn now to the derivation of (1.12a) and the associated

graphical representation for F*. Some parts of this are

identical to the derivation of the heat kernel expansion

in IFOW 82], so they will not be repeated here-
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Fix ß > 0 and consider the following differential

identity for ßo e [0,8]:

=d, e-ß'û e 
(B-B''Êo 

= -e-ß'n ç .-tu-B')ûo
dß, 

v

Here 'Î = û-Êo is the potential energy operator,

(V,i,) (x) = u (x)r1., (x) . Integrating this identity with respect

to ß' over the interval- [0rßJ gives an integral equation

satisfied by e-BH,

"-ßû = .-uÊo T uu, e e'fr u "-tu-ß')Êo0

Iterating this relation by using it to replace.-ß'û on the

right-hand side results in

.-uÊ = "-uio + ; (-)n I uu- ? uu--., 'f dßr
n=lot'o"+o^

*.-urÊo v .-(82-ßr'io û .-(ur-ez)Êo u û e 
(o-e,',)Êo

Make the change of variables ßj = ß€j (j = I - n) and denote

the resulting integration bY

I
f aE, I a+= I dtqI.
0<8, <.. " <E <1'I -n

- ßÊn
Extracting the factor e " on the right gives

"-ßú = iî + ; (-B)n Ì u", "-utrio ú .u'rûo
n=1

"-utr,"o û .BE'Hor"-ß"o (r.r3a)
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rn this equation, the operator= .uEiHo are unbounded

(although densely def ined inþ). However, such an operator
always appears with a factor "-utj+lHo to its right
(En+I = 1), and since Ej*t = Ej, the product of the two

factors is a bounded operator.

It is convenient to introduce the notation of an

"ordered exponential" exp<{...}, defined by the square

brackets in (1.13a), which is thus written

"-ßfr = exp .{ -ß } u, "-ut"o û "ut"o i 
."-ß"0

0

Now take the mixed <x1... lft Dirac matrix element of this,

.x le-uÉl*> = exp. {-ß i dE "-u'1-Q^x)u 
(*)"Bq 

(-qo*) 
}o 

-oÊ.x|e ""0 I*, (r.r3b)

The relation= Êo = * û' ana Ê li<' = k lk, show rhe

free matrix element is

.xle 
BÊo¡r' 

= "-Bxz/zm(2¡ñ) 
-d/2 

"ix'k/h (1.14)

ft has separate essential singularities at fr = 0 and m = 0.

Since the factor (1.14) is never zero it is possible to
define F* by (I.12a). Substitute (1.14) into (I.13b) and

note that the factors independent of x may be brought

to the left of exp.{". " }. Then clearly
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F* (x,k; B,q) = "-i*"k/ñe*p.{-ß 'l ur.to* ,(*)" "^o1.i* 'k/h
0

where s = s(t) = ßgt = S r. To move the right-most plane

wave to the l_ef t of exp. i. " " ], use the identity

s^__ -s^
e x u(x) e x = v(x+2sV*) (I.15)

Now the action of vx on the prane !.¡ave is particularry
simpler so

v (x+2svx)eix'*/nö (*) = .ix'k/ñ u (x+2 sik/fr,+2sv*) q (x)

for any 0 e c-(nd). using this result leads to the anarogue

of the Goldberger-Adams tGA 52) representation for the present

mixed case:

1
F* (x,k; ß,e) = exp. {-ß [ ut u (x+2 isk/h+zsv*) ]I

0

@1
= r + x (-ß)n / a"E u(x+2ísrk/1t+2=rv*) ...

n=1

. .. u (x+2is k/h¡2s v ) In n'x'-

where s. = s(t*). If a is a constant vector, then V - V) J 'x 'x*o
and so (1.15) has the generalization

sÂ -s^
u(x+c+2sv*) = e x u(x+a)e x

Taking o = fri 2srk in this result one finds
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æ

F*(x,k;Bre) = 1+ ¡ (-g)n
n=l

_ s,^ -s_A
dtq e l- x v(x+2isrklh)e -l-*xI

I

s--^ -s 
^. " 

t * u(x+2is k,/ñ)e -n-x 
1n

-s^
The last factor e n x may be omitted, since it acts on

the constant 1. Reca1l the definition of the differential
operator D- i-n equation (1.4). rn the above expression-l
each V_- in a Â__ = V__. V__ may act on any f actor of uxxxx
appearing to its right. Iv1ore precisely,

nnn
x nåo 

r u@+2isnklh) = t 
u,iuo 

D.Q,, I 
uåo 

r nÎ+zis*k/h)

where the fn'" represent arbitrary partiat derivatives of u.

using the commuting oj operators to determine the location
of application of derivatives, one obtains

Fo (xrk; ß,q)

12 -s. lrl D.r2
v(x+2isrklh)e r- ¿ )"

u (x+2isrrk/h)

= 1 + ; (-e)n
n=1

= I + ; (-e)n
n=1

dr' 
"=r 

t xl

.)

s l-D 1on- n-ô

1

I

I
I

D.l

dtE exp{srtD, + oj,t s,I r! o)a'

+ r! o, l2 srrr! o)t'+
n

x il u(x+2is^k/ñ)
ñ -r Y
L_L

nnn
exp{ x t, "ini Di.Di]-n- v(x+2isnklñ)

"D"2

+ sr[Ð, + s o2Ìn n-

æ1
r (-ß)n I ane

n=1
=1+

i=l j=1 I^J I 'g=1
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Here inj = min{i,j}. The next step is to make the forlowing
change of integration variables

t: = 1 - E (j = I - n) ,'j - "n*I-j

of which we note the following three consequences:

(i) the integration region remains the same¡ ví2.
1l-
t d'E = ! dn.'

(ii) The product of n potentials may be rearranged., so

II v(x+2is"k/1) = Ir u(E:*) r
t=I * g-=I L

where we have introduced a new linear path notation:
,t

'*: [0,1] * C*

y*= x.lFk(v-r) (1.r6)

(iii) 
' jnu = t - E i.,*r-j )v (n+l-r,) where v denotes maximum

while Oj becomes Dn+I_i. However, in the double sum

appearing in the exponential, a1l pairs of terms occur,

so one can re-order this sum to obtain the result

" expi ßq 
i,ì=r 

(1-tiuj )Di"ot trl, u (Ef )

where the primes on E: have now been dropped.

n

n
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The next step wil-l prove to be crucial in removing

the ordering restriction 0 s tI s ... = t. s 1 in the above

integral, and thereby facilitatinq the exponentiation of
this series for F*. Simply notice that, under the above

ordered integral, one may replace Eiuj with max{Ei,Ej}.

Thus, introducing the one-dimensional Green function
.)

g*: I- -¡ R,

g*(E,E') = max{E,E'i - I , (1.I7)

which is a symmetric function of its arguments, the folrowing
analogue of Eq. (2.27 ) IFOW 821 is obtained

F*(x,k;ß,9) = 1+ ; (-e)n Ìu",n=l . (1.18)

x exP{-ge 
i,jt=r 

g*(Ei,Ej)oi'oj}ulr. u(Ei)

Before completing the analysis of (1.18), two remarks

are in order. F j-rst of all, (1.18 ) combined with (1 .16 )

shows that F* is explicitly a function of ñ (i.e., it has

ñ dependence other than that found in q = n2/2^). This

dependence may be traced back to the (l/h)-Fourier transform

relating I yt to I f'

ccle-eH¡x' = I ady .xle-uÈlr'.ylk'

=6-1. c<le-uÊl*r'
Y*X t t1

and the fact .xle uÊ|", is explicitly ñ-independent ( cf.
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Section 1"1) " Nevertheless, I have omitted ñ from the

argument list of F* "

The second remark concerns the fact that the argument

E* of u is complex for real ß. This is meaningful due to
the assumption that u is real-analytic, and implies that
c. I e-ßû ¡ xti= generarJ-y comptex-valued.

Returning to the study of (1.18), it is clearly seen

to be a perturbative expansion of F*. Replacing u with Àu,

where À is a real coupling constant, then

where

Here the

when n =

5fi(e ) =

26= 1

rf (x,k; B,e) = ;^ # ,* (x,k; ß,q)
n=u

andforn>l

dtE exp {-2 ßg g* (E i, )Di.D.]Få(E)
1

Z* = n! (n/ È')T

lsicj<n

symmetry of g* (Ei, Ej

I the sum X. . = 0.
l-< J

n -ßq(E -r)Di
n (-g)e

â 
-lL_L

)Or.O. under i<+ j was used, and

Further, the quantity

n
u(e!) = nn, f[(x,k;ß,e,ìEu)

L_L

was introduced (the index g on fi is due to OzU = Dg.Du).

The integrand of ZÅ shown above is easily seen to be

invariant under any permutation of the variables
(Elr.."rErr) = E and so Z* may be expressed as an integral
over the n-dimensional unit cube In without the factor n!:
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IT

1si<j
zfi (x, k; B, e) dtE

=.,tt 
o uIj(E) llå(t) , (1.r9)

where one defines
-2 Bq g* ( E. , t* )D. .D-

e L J L J , ili

rfI=I

Note the sfrmmetrV af, = "ji.
Formula (1.19) is now structurally identical to

Eq. (3.14) trow 821. Hence it may be manipulated by exactty
the same graphicar anarysis used in that reference (which

is based on the combinatorics of the cruster expansion of
the grand partition function in crassical statisticar
mechanics IHil 56 ] ) .

Hence we may just state the result of such an analysis
as applied to (1.r9). The configuration function admits

the exponentiation

f.-t +

ai, (t) = l
Io

rl (x, k; ß, e)

where the coefficient

= expl ; Àn
n=1

L* has then

1,fi(x,k; B,q) I , (r.20)

graphical representation

*
n

(x,k; ß,q)

@^r

=rrl.(-ß)n+m+r
å; *:o n!m!

x lI (¿,-!)
1<i<j<n l-l

(1.2r )

2iBg Þr.r-r \\
h ^ \¿-çp/ /

-1'(bïj)

m+r rs)
rn

,"..rJ 
1cf, )m

-ndE

n
il u(x

P=1
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The argument tË of the potential has been explicitly
disprayed. The convention for the sum over connected

graphs, denoted rL , and the reLated quantities L-- and rlãn - l-l
are the same as exprained in section r. l. The differential
operator= bij and c* appearing in (I.ZL) are the following
analogues of Orj, "r, adapted to the present case (their
dependence on 6 is al_so suppressed):

oi: = s*(Ei,Ej)or"o. (I.22a)

n.)
cl = r (E_,-r) D: (r.22b)n j=I J l

One significant difference between (1.21) and (I.2)
bears mentioning. The variables ß,e appear also in the
product of potentiars in (r.21), so if it is desired to
obtain an asymptotic series for Lfi in powers of q (or ß)

Iand conseguently a W-K (or high-temperature) expansion for
F*1, then a Taylor expansion of u{ei) about v(x) is reguired.

Turn now to the analysis if (I. l2b) and the associated
graphicar representation for r#. This may be carried out
by arguments guite parallel to those just given for (r.r2a).
However, the folJ.owing procedure based on the resuÌts just
obtained for (1.l-2a ) is quicker. Simply observe that
(for ß > 0)
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' -8Hr<ple ---ly' = .yl(e-ut)*lo, = a,le u"lo,

_ ßH^
=.yle 'lpr.F?(v,p;ß,q)

= (2rñ) -d/2 
"-Bpz 

¡Z^ .-iy "p/fr F* (y,pi ß, g)

-oô, P^',rì

='Ple "lYtF*(Y'P;ß,q)

This shows that (1.I2b) holds wirh

JLrff (p ,yì B,g) = FF(y,p; ß, q) t

and substitution of (1.20) and (I.2I) then yields the

graphical representation

F{ = expl r_ 
^" q(y,p; ß,q) ]" n=l

= exp[ x tn r,f tn, y; ß, q) ]
n=l

where

r,f tn, yt B, q ) = *rn-i, t+ (- ß ) 
n+m+r

IN (1"23)

q**t / atE

. n (rrrtl-ltu1rlnijr"å,*,_!,v(y- }pp(1-6k)) .
l<icj<n LJ L) 

l<=l-

we used the real-analytic nature of u to set t(ZT = v (ã) ,

z €. Od. Actually it wiII turn out that (I.23) is not the
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most illuminating form of i,Ï for our later work. To obtainn

such a form, make the change of variabl_es El = 1-8. in the-) ')
integral appearing in (1.23). The nontrivial consequences

of this are:

nn
(i) ,¡., v(y-2ißqp(L-1u)/r-t) =,-¡, ute;#l

Jt- I K= -L

where we have introduced another Iinear path notation

'#' to,ll -' cd

# 2ísqy'=y-ËpY (I.24)

(ii) Suppose, without loss of generality, that 0 < Ei. Ej < I.
Then Ei = t-6i ' 1-6j = E: and so

g*(Ei,Ej) = max{6i,Ej} 1

q# (r l, ¿ ! )r- -l

where the one-dimensional Green function g#, 12 -+ fR is

defined by

g#(y,y,) = -min{y,y,} . (1.2s)

(iii) Differential operator Oj stays as D. because the

index appearing in each potentiaÍs argument does not change.

¡ 1 -l
'j - ej

= -min{ E.', E] }r)
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Upon dropping the primes on E

for l,# is obtained:n

r,fi rn, y; ß, e )

I

j the final expression

, -, n+m+r m+r(- ß] s
æ

:ç\-
LL

h m=0'-n

2r
n tmt

. r (¿.. ! l-l r¡t , ) 
nij 

r.#
I<icj<n rl l-J n

dtE

(r.26)
n

)m n u(g.,t)
k=l- r\-

(-E- ) ,? e.2i )-Jf

I
IN

with the differential operators:

) D. .D.r_l
+#oi: = g" ( Ei' E)

¡n
andcn=tn j=1

Two remarks will concl_ude this section.
(l) The reason for calting g, g* and g# one-dj-mensional

Green functi-ons, and a rather geometricar picture of
the origin of these functions and of their related

linear paths ã etc., will become cl-ear in Chapter 4.

(2) There do not appear to exist simpre graphicar formulae

like (l.r) .and (r.z) for the ful-t momentum space matrix
element.ple-nn¡r.r. one difficurty is that in this
case the free kernel

-ßFi^ - ?
.ple ---oln' 

= "'ßk-/2m ô(p-k)

is singular- Many other difficulties occur for this
case, and they will be pointed out as they are encountered

in Part If.
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51"3 Comments on W-K Applications
The extension of the W-K expansion

spin-dependent interactions, where -U (x)

has recently been studied by [Zuk 86]"

Some of the practical applications
method has been used are the foltowing.

to the case of

is matrix-valued,

in which Wigner's

(a) The calculation of quantum corrections to the morecurar

distribution functions of statistical- mechanics. see

tOR 57,R2 65, Nie 701.

(b) The derivation of an extended Thomas-Fermi theory for
nuclear physics. See [JBB 75, Jen 76, RS g0l.

(c) The calculation of guantum corrections due to the (anti-)
symmetry of the wavefunctions accessibre to (Fermi or)
Bose systems. (These effects differ from those con-

sidered above, which are essentially due to the non-

com¡nutivity of momentum and position operators.) See

IBB 54, Hil 56, SN 59, Mün 69].
(d) Quantum viriar coefficients have been carculated by

tUB 36, Hit 68, BLK 69, Tha 781.

(e) The calculation of quantum corrections to correlation
functions in statistical- mechanics. See IHyn+ 68,

Bl"lZ 821

All of these applications are suitabre for study using

the direct heat-kerner expansions discussed in this chapter.
As an example of this, topic (e) wirl be worked out in detail
in the next chapter"



CHAPTER 2

An Application to Statistical Mechanics

52 " 0 fntroduction

This chapter wirr present, for purposes of ilrustration,
an apprication of the heat-kernel expansions discussed in
chapter I to a probrem in statisticar mechanics. The method

thus obtained will be compared to the ,'Wigner method"

(which has previousry been used in such carcurations) and

will be seen to be computationally more efficient than the

latter.

The problem to be considered is the following.
suppose an N-body system of identical particles which obey

Boltzmann statistics is described by Hamiltonian i{ = H0 + û
as in Chapter 1. The system is confined to a volume Íl in
real space, and the configuration space is the cartesian
product 0N. Let Â(t), Êttl be the (seIf-adjoint) geisenberg-

picture operators associated with two observabl-es A,B of
the system. Thus

Âttl - eitfr,/ñÂe-itH,/h , Á(o) = Á,

and similarly for Ê tt) ; here t e R is the time variable.
Define the A,B-correlation function y: R -+ C by

y(r) = å.o(o)Ê(t) + ÊtolÂ(r)'e (2.r)

fn (2.1 ) , the notation

average in the canonical ensemble at temperature

32
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-lT - (kBß) -, viz"
.- r.ty "-ßtl/ it \

Tr e-BH
Tr denotes the trace in Hilbert space "16 = L2 (slN;C).

rt is not necessary to discuss the physicar motivation
for definition (2.1) here. Other (similar) definitions
exist in the l-iterature; it wirl be clear that the method

to be developed presently can be used for any expression

of the form .Á (o)Ê {t¡ ' ". r choose to work with (2. r )þ

since it has been studied, using Wignerrs method, by

IBMZ 821 and hence the two results may be compared.

Characteríze the short-time behaviour of .r (t) by the

Taylor series

v(r)=;(11)"t
n=o n! n

where Mr, = ,-t," { ,a, 
la=O 

are cal1ed the momenrs of y,s

spectrum. For suitabre A,B, these moments admit the expansion

M., = tJo' * ñ2¡'l(21 * tatrla) +

and the problem considered here is to calcurate the guantum

correction coefficient= ¡l(2j) in this series.n

Before proceeding to sol-ve this problem using heat-

kernel expansions in Sections 2.1 and 2"2, it is of interest
to recaIl briefly how it has previously been sorved IBMZ B2l
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using Wignerfs method [Imr+ 67, Wig 3Z]. (fhe (anti),
symmetrization mentioned by Kirkwood tKir 331 is not

applied for Boltzmann statistics. )

Let A*: R.2d * R be the Weyl transform of the self-
adjoint operator Å, defined by

Ar(r,p) = lad, "íp'z/h 
<r-z/2lalr+z/z> (r,p . nd)

For Heisenberg'picture operators one writes (Â (t) )\,¡(r,p)

= A*(r,p,t). From this definition it follows that the

trace of the product of two operators is given by a "phase

space" integral:

rr(ÂÊ) = 12nh)-d // adradp Ar(r,p)Bo,(r,p)

AIso, the WeyI transform of an operator product is given

by the formul-a
trÍ'

tÂÊl*(r,p) = A*(r,p) "2í 
" e, (r, p)

ê+-+<--+
where h' = ù_"ú_ ù_.ú_ is the so-cal1ed classicalprrp
Poisson-bracket operator, and the exponential of ¡î./Zi
is defined via power series.

Combining the last two facts one obtains for the

correlation function
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.e (ol e tt) 'B * TrIe ßût À" (r) i ]

(2nñ) -a/2 //adradp (.- ßH), (r, p)

ñç
* {Aw(r,p)ezî" B*(r,p,t)} (2.2)

Finally from the equation of motion for Ê(t), the formula

B*(r,p,t) = exprå! 
",u(r,p)sin{}1) ler(r,p)

is substituted above (Hu, is the transform of the Hamil-

tonian) "

A major drawback of the Wigner method should now be

evident. Equation (2.2) reguires not only the exponentiation

of t*, and of sinl, but the evaluation òf ("-BH)* leads to
further exponentiation of tr+. On a practical leve1, the

appearance of 1 in such nested series of expressions

quickJ-y leads to formidable algebraic computations in any

attempt to calculate guantum corrections beyondr say, the

lowest two order= tJo',"r1''. Another pracrical difficulry
is that (2.2) requires the evaluation of two d-dimensional

integrals. By contrast the method based on .xle-UÊlrt
requires no /adp integration.
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52"1 Quantum Corrections - preliminaries

This section and the next present the illustrative
carculation of quantum corrections to some moments of the

correlation function y (t), by the method of Wigner-

Kirkwood expansion of heat-kerne1s. Specifica1ly, let
Á = Âtf I and Ê = etil be setf-adjoinr operator-valued

functions of the system configuration operator i, which

are explicitly tt-independent. Then the coefficients tjO,
ata r"rj2) will be carculated using configuration function
F, and in agreement with equations (6.10) and (6.II) of
[eMz 82]. Finally if Â = Ê. and Ê = Ê-, (i,j e 1- d) arer-l
components of system momentum operator Þ, then 

"Jo, 
will

be calculated using F* as an example of how calcurations
proceed using a mixed representation.

As a preliminary stepr w€ show that for either of
the above two choices of observables ArB, the correlation
function may be expressed as a single term,

Let K be the complex

Then K commutes with

(taC 611, Sec. 45) a

invariant under ft,

conjugation operator on)ú

Hamiltonian H, and we may

basis { O. ii , of ?ú which'l J=l

(2 "3)

' Kú = ú.

se Iect

is

Koj = oj
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Notice that observables ArB above have time-reversal

signatures. For example, KAK = ,OÁ, where tO = *1 or -1

according as Â = Â(x) or .Â = É-. Now let (n r.) denote
l_

the scalar product in?ú, and denote the system's canonical-

quantum partition function by

-OT¡QN(arT) = Tr e I'r¡¡

Now compute the second term on r.h.s. of (2.I) ,

evaluating the trace in basis { 0j }. (For simplicity,
hats ^ will be omitted in the rest of this chapter.)

<B (o)a{t)'u = QN (n,r) -1'tt (BA(t)"-ßH)

-r 
æ

= o;t *r., .0r,ee(t)e-ut *r,
l=r

-r , KBeíLH/h A e-itH/h e-ßH 0.>- QN- tj 'KÔj' KBe--"' " A e --"2 " € 0,

- o;t rj 'l

-] - o¡¡
QN- tj rArB <BA(-t)e P¡¡ 0j, ôjt

= tA.B'A(-t)B(o)>u = .AtB'A(o)B(t)'g

The last step used cyclicity of the trace: Tr(YZ) = Tr (ZY).

This property is valid, for example, if Y is bounded and

Z ís trace-class t oy if Y and Z are Schmidt-c1ass operators

[Kat 80 ] "
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Since .A = rB in the cases of interest, this proves

(2.3) .

The next step is to systematize the ñ-expansion of
the moments lvl-." Their definition yieldsn

Mr, = (-i )n .A (o I t$ln "itHlh B e-itH/o'u l.=o

= ñ-D <A[H t...,[H,B]... lrß

where there are n commutators [H, ]. Writing

c = h-n A[ H,..., [H,B]...l

this becomes

For Boltzmann statistics the trace is given (at

least for trace-class operators represented by a kernel

contj-nuous in x,y [Kat B0]) by integrating the kernel

over conf iguration space f2N,

Tr(c "-ßt) = / uu* .xlc "-ßH¡x'
fìN

- Ä -8H' . r= J d** {C (x, -iñvx) .* le '^'lyt } 1.,=* (2.5)
AN 

J-^

(Since only the ratios (2.4) are considered, and not

thermodynamic functions, there is no need to divide by

N!, i.e., to perform "correct" Boltzmann countinq.)
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The heat kernel appearing in (2 "5) is that for the

t.rue system, described by H and confined to n" Now in
the case of a system in unbounded space (c = R3) the heat

kernel- has been expanded

- ßH^.xle u"lr'=.xle "--0 1""(x,y;ß,q)

as discussed in Sec. 1.1 (recall- (1. 9 ) - (1.11) ) . It is
proposed here to use this free space solution F in the

formula (2.5). ft is anticipated, but not proved, that
the error committed by this replacement vanishes in
the thermodlmamic limit (wherein o * n3).

Following this method yields

Tt (C .- B")

= À-d Í ^ddx{c(x, T o*,.-l*-v¡27a04(x,y;ß,q) }lr=* .{z.o)
ONJ-)

-Ä -Ã /)Here À-u = (4r ßq)-"t ' with À = h/,mñ;r being the

thermal wavelength.

As an aside, notice how simply l-d arises here. ïn

Wignerrs method it is repeatedly created in each calculation
by the tedious /adp integrals in (2.2) .

Both the numerator and denominator in (2.4) have an

h-expansion, and that of M' is determined by t.heir quotient.

Let us investigate these in turn.
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The partition function is found by choosing C = I
in (2.6). Using (I.9) and the diagonal values (1.11)

of S0,Sl yields

8N (a,T) = Tr e gH - À-d / au* I e0 F (x,x; B,q)
AN

= À-d /__ad* "-ßu(*)tt * q(# e3 lvu(*) l2
slN

- å B2¡u(*)) + o(q2)l

In this wâlr (1.9) provides the h-expansion of the

partition function we seek:

^a 
elì (CI,T) = D[t * n2z(2) + k4z(4) + ... ] , (2.7)

where

D = / ad* 
"-Bv 

(x)

ON
and

zQ) = o-r * / * 
ddx e-Bv (x, ,# lvu {x) l2 + ^u 

(x) )

g2(z¿mo)-1 I dd* "-ßv(x) au(x)
ON

Here partial integration - a conmon technique in these

types of calculations - h¡as used. The boundary term is
expected to vanish if the potential v (x) * +- rapidly
near the boundary of flN, reflecting the system's confine-

ment.
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The numerator of (2"4) is given by (2"6), and for the

ArB to be considered soon, will turn out to have the

h-expansion

rd rr(c "-BH, = .áo' + h2c2) + ñ4c(4) +

L n2) c\ztl
i=0 Þ

(2 .8 )

(2.7 )The h-expansion of momena M' is determined by (2.4) ,

and (2.8):

= r ñ2Jrtzil-n i-^ n
J-u D T ñ2J

j=o
z(4)

2comparing po!\rers of tr- gives the

the "quantum corrections" to

Cross-multiplication and

foLlowing expressions for
the moments:

rjo, = c[o) /o

"J'' = c[2) /o - rjo' zQ)

.

" m-I
,_(2m) = c!2^) /o Dn -ts 

[=0

The above considerations (except for the determination

of formulae for zQi) ) are resuired in any solution to

the problem, since they only constitute a setting up

of the problem. The point of comparison between the

present method, and Wiqner's method, is the relative ease

,Qn) z2[m - 1,])
n

(2.9a)

(2,9b)

(2.9m)
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with which the interestins quantities c (2 j) ( and zQ)) I

can now be computed"

52.2 Calculation of Ouantum Corrections

Begin with the case of M, for wave-mechanical

operators A(x), B(x), being smooth h-independent reaf-
valued functions of x . Rd. Then !1, = ."rß where

c = lt-2 AlH,l.H,Bll

The double commutator with H(x, T o*, = -qoi + u (x) is easily
evaluated:

[H, [u,B]l = Zqvv.vB + q2n2ø * qq2o^B.vx + a{rvB:vxvx

where vvr: vvs = i " ,*f;; **+. . so rrom (2.6) z

ar]=I a J l-- l

ldrr (c .-BH ) = n-2 /ad* A (x) itH, tH,Blr.- l*-v 12/aø9*(x,y) ] y=x

= luu* A(x) {} vu.vB + n', o'")F(x,x)
4m¿

+ Iddx ar*lr{ tvAB(x).v* + vvB(x): v*V*l
m

* 
"-lx-vlz/4ßq F (x,y) ,lr=*

=I+II (respectively)
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Here ß,q has been omitted from the argument list of F

for brevity" Comparison with (2.8) shows term I makes

simple contributions to c!0) and 
"[". 

ïn rerm ïr
however, when a vx acts onto the Gaussian exp(-l*-v12¡aSq)

there result inverse powers of q - h2 which must be

properly accounted. The derivatives reguired for
term II are

v]re- | *-v ¡2 ¡ a eøy (x , y) l

= r + (x, -yi ) F (x, y) + vlr tx, y) le- l*-v l2 /a eq

. i .rh(ViF denotes the j*" component of the gradient of F with

respect to its first vector argument), and

,irl, "- I *-v 12 / q sqr(x, y) l

. x.-v.
-l= I TBq oi jt (x, Y) #, vI'F (*, Y)

X- -Y., X; -y;. # jffr(x,y) + viv]r(x,y)

j# o], r*,y) le- l*-v 12 /¿sq

Insert these results into If; upon setting y = x there is
a good deal- of sirnplification, so
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rr = /au* A(x) É rv^B(x).vrr(x,x) - + ¿s(x)r(x,x)
m

+ vvg (x) : V'VIF (x,x) I " (2.I0)

i2 -r -ÌNoting 
þ ,* = # , and recalling (l-.9) we now see that

the coefficient of h0 in ldtr(c e-ßH) is

.áo' = /ud* A(x)r*l ou(x).vB(x) - # aB(x)l eso(x'xiß)

= I lddx aivu I -Bum, - .VB-ãABle È

I r-d -ßr= tr- /a'* e-oú vA.vB

after an integration by parts. Using formula (2.9a) ttris
yields

"jo) = -+ <vA.vB>--- (2.rr)¿ mß -- ccs

where the notation of an average over classical configu-
ration space (ccs) has been introduced:

<.r> - /adx e-ßu(x)g(*)
' ccs - r-d -ßu(x)

J(1 x e

The result (2.11) is in agreement with equation (6.10) of

tBMz 82-1. Note tjo' is symmetric in A + B, as we expect

at once from (2.1), but not from (2.3).
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Turning to ujz), formula (2.gb) shows aÁ', is
required" Both terms I and ff contribute to this and

the following coefficients are needed:

(i) f,0 and ñ2 parts of F (x,x). These are given

in Chapter 1.

(ii) ño part of v]r {x,x).

(iii) ño part of vriv]r (x,x).

To compute (ii) and (iii), replace F with
Sr., (x ,yi B)

F(x,y;ßrO) = e' . Then

-j ^so _ _to .,j"víe =e uiro

and

oïoi .to = .to tvriv]so + ortro v]sol

Since SO (x,yi ß) = -ß I _ dE u (y+6 (x-y¡ ¡, one finds
0

olto (x,x; s¡ = t# so (x ,yì ß, ,lr=*
l
1r

= -B I aE t vlv (y+E (x-y) ) I'o l'=x
.1

'lt= -B v'u(x) J dt E

= - iu or",*l

Similarly
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I
oïolso (x,xi Ê) = -ß oioj u (x) l' dE E2

0

= - I ß vivj u(x)
3

with these ingredients the coefficÍent of h2 in
.l ^ -orîl*Tr (c e "') is obtained :

,[" = / uu* ar] vv.vB * rr. (x,x; B) * \ n2e
4m

I -R -l 1+ j vAB. (Ë vu) + 4 o" 2fr s, (x,x; ß)
m

I R2 a+ -l- vve' t! vuvv - f vvule-Bv
m

Using the formula (1. Ilb) for the diagonal value of Sl_,

and then performing a tedious integration by parts, the

last result is cast in the symmetric form,

.Át' -- m-2 / ad* "-uui# 82 vA.vBloul2 * | ooa: vvB

l+fi ß(vave: vvu vA.vB ¡u)l

Combining this with (2.9b) yields the final result

,;" = *rjo' .Áu'."= * 4 <vA.vB lou l2,24^t¡,ccs

a* :3 [.VÀVg: VVut."= <VA.VB Aur".=]
l-2m-

* -I- <vvA: vvB>
4m¿ ccs
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which is in agreement with equation (6.1I) of IBMZ g1l.

Turn now to the final example of calculating 
"JO'

for the case A = Pi, B = Pj. If the heat kernel .xle-UtlP
were used, one would take nj(*,-iñv*) = -itv] and proceed

as above. For variety, however, .xle-U"l*> will be

employed. Then

Tr (AB 
"-8H) = / ad* / ¿dL .xle-u"n.n* lkr.klx,

aNRdLr

= (2nfr) -d/2 / ad* / adt *rnj "-ik 
"x/h.xl"-ßH ¡r,

= (2¡ñ)-d / ad* / aur *r*j 
"-Bt<2/zm

. F* (x,k; ß,e) Q.Iz)

where (1.12a) and (1.14) were used in the last step. The

change of variables Z = (g/Zn)\l< results in

Tr (Ae 
"- 

ß")

2m= î ({ tr À)-d / ad* I adr rrr) "'" F* (x , Æ z¡ 8,9) .

Employing (1.2 0 ) and (1.21) , one f inds similar to (1. 9 )

that

I
- ß I ae v (x+2i ßqk (I-E) /h)

F* (xrk; ß,e) = e 0 tI + O(q) l

= e Ê v(x) tt + o(fr) l
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To compute táo', the coefficienr 
"Áo' 

of h0 in
ldtr(ee e-ßH) is required, and for this F* may be

repraced by e-Êu (x) aborr". so

^(0) 2m 'd/2 r .d -ßv(x) , -d- - -,2aà-, = î r u,- J d-* "-ßv(x) Í adr rrrj "-z'
The appearance of a Z-integral here is rather analogous to
the p-integrars of wigner's method, and hence constitutes
a drawback of using the mixed kernel in this example.

However, the particular integral above is readily
evaluated,

I au, zrz, "'" = + 6.* nd/z ,'Rd l- I ¿ r)

and so (2.9a) yields

M(0) _ .,-(0)zn = m 
^

,'r0 - Lß tu : 
B oij ,

in agreement with equation (6.16) of IBIUZ 82]. Clearly,
the same calculation could have been done with .p I e Ut 

l ,t .

5 2.3 Summary of Part I
In a fashion similar to the calculations presented

in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, the other results (6.8), (6.9)

and (6.17-19) of Iei'{z 82) may be verif ied (apart from

two sign misprints in (6.19) ).
ft is evident that with the present technique further

quantum corrections, to the above and higher moments¡ rnay
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be found. Although such calculations wourd become

lengthier, they still- are substantial-ly more t.ractable
than those based on wigner's method because the draw-

backs Listed in Section 2.0 are not present.

The underlying message in the above calculations
is that a knowledge of the full (off-diagonal) configur-
ation function F up to some given order in h2 arl-ows a

straightforward and systematic evaruation of quantities
such as those considered here.

The functions F* and f#, although carrying the
equivalent information as F, were somewhat less practical
in the above examples. However, in part rr all three
configuration functions will pray a pararrer theoretical
role. There, the wealth of information contained in
expansions (I.z), (I.2I) and (I"26) will be studied within
the time-evolution (or S = it/n) context, with an

emphasis on large mass rather than small ñ.
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CHAPTER 3

tne Ouestion of tne

S3"0 Overview of Part ff
In Part II of this thesis, the mutual- consistency

and structural interconnection between the wenzel-Kramers-

Brillouin (WKB) and Wigner-Kirkwood (V,t-K) semiclassical

approximations is investigated for non-relativistic
N-particle systems, with mutual scalar interactions, and

coupling to an external- electromagnetic fie1d. Using a

large-mass expansion of the higher-order WKB approxi-
mation the generalized w-K expansion of the propagators

.xlÚ(t,s) ly>, .xlÛ(t,s) lr' and .plú(t,s¡ ly' wirt be

derived. For time-independent Hamiltonians Ê tf," w-x

expansions of .xle-U"lrt etc.r âs discussed in Chapter I,
are recovered.

The physical systems to be considered are defined by

a classical time-dependent Hamiltonian H: R2d*1*R of the

form

H(x,p,t) = * lp-e(x,t) l2 + u (x,r) (3.r)

Here x . Rd is the system configuration, p . Rd is the

momentum conjugate to x, and t is the time variable.
The interactions responsible for nontrivial dynamics

are described by a time-dependent vector field A: Rd+l+Rd

and scalar field u: nd+I*n. Their presence means that
H (x, prt) describes the non-rel-ativistic dynamics of

51
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|¡l = d/3 particles that mutually interact through scalar
fields, and couple via the Lorentz force to a temporally

and spatial-Iy varying external electromagnetic field.
The guantum system corresponding to (3.I) is

described at each time t by a state vector

tt = ú(.,t) ,H = L2 (Rd; C ), whose time-evolution is
governed by the time-dependent Schrödinger eguation,

in H (x,t) = H(x,-ihv*,t)rl (x,t) (3.2)

If the Cauchy initial data ús e þ is prescribed at
some initial time s, then the time evolution operator

Ú(t,=) gives the solution to (3.2) at a later time t ¡ sr

according to

ll,t = û(t,s)ú= .

The propagators mentioned in the first paragraph are the

various different Dirac matrix elements of Û(t,"). Thus

the solutions of (3.2) may be expressed pointwise by the

integraL s

rl (x, t) = /adv .x lÛ (t, s) ly> r, (y, s)

= /ad*.xlú(r,s)lk' (Fv=)(k) t

(Fu.l tpl = /adv .p lú (t, s ) | y' r, (y, s ) .

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

In order to clarify the statement of the problem,

and to illustrate the basic ideas in the simplest possible
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context, restrict the

case A(xrt) = 0, u(xrt
time-evolution kernel

Schrödinger' s equation

discussion (for the moment) to the

) - u (x), and consider only the

.x lU (t, s) ly> " In this circumstance

becomes

+ u (x)lr¡ (x't) = 0 (3.4)t-*a* ih õ

at
For reasonably behaved u (x) , the differential expression

H(x,-iñVx) is associated with a unique self-adjoint
operator fr acting in Hilbert space Þ . Time evolution of
the state vector is determined by the one-parameter group

{e-itfitn1, e R} of unitary operators, according to

i (t-s lnlnU(t,s) = e

This operator is formally identical to the heat operator
-sHe -" at imaginary temperature B = i (t-s),/ñ, [¡lit 71]. Making

this replacement in the heat-kernel expansion of Sec. 1.1

(which may be derived without recourse to the reality of ß)

leads to a W-K (i.e., large-mass) expansion of the propa-

gator .x I e-i (t-s) Ê'n 
I 
", 

. rt is a large mass expansion

for the following reason. The W-K approximation of the

heat kernel is organized as an asymptotic expansion for
)

e = h-/2m + 0. This may be realized as either fi -+ 0 or

m -) æ. However, the substitution g = i(t-s)/ã introduces

a nevr source of t1-dependence, and it is thereafter only

through dependence on the variable m that one may identify
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the W-K coefficients" (EquivalentIy, regard the 1arge-

mass expansion as defining the generarized w-K approxi-
mation for bot.h time-evolution and heat kernels. )

Making this replacement for ß in (1.I) and (1.9) shows

that the Vù-K approximation of the propagator is the

following m -+ æ asymptotic [Osb 84] representation:

.x le-i (t-s)Ê'n l* rz;rnî¡=ol d/2.*e{'ålat=tli

.t-s-I I+ :-- I- dE,tãtI x [1 * * r, * l r,+ ...] (3's)' il1 o J 
L-L - ñ' tt - 

*

where the coefficients T. depend on x,t,y, s and ñ, and the

argument of the potential is the linear path (1.5),

Ç - y + E(x-y¡ , E e [0,I]

Now compare (3.5) with a different semiclassical appro-

ximation for the propagator the tvKB approximation tet"I 7zl

in its simplest form [KI.,t 78]. Here, the propagator is
represented asymptotically as 11 -+ 0 by

, r -i (t-s m ,d/2 ñf s ( x'tiY, s).xle ¿\s s)H/ñ¡v' (ãrãiE=l-)d/z.i

t 
"A 

(x't;Y's) (3.6)

The function S is the cl-assical action associated with
H(xrp), and is determined as follows. Suppose

Äq: [srt] -+ R* is a unigue solution to Newton¡s eguation

ät.) = -vu(q(r)) for the two-point boundary-va1ue problem
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in which the classical system starts with configuration
y at time s, and arrives at configuration x at time

t > s; then

(3.7)

Clearly S determines the rapidly oscilJ_ating (as h * 0)

phase behaviour of the propagator, whereas the complex-

val-ued Â contains the non-trivial amplitude dependence.

À is smooth in ñ and allows the sma11 h expansion

t

^=^r+(iñ)nr+(iñ)-^3+ 
(3.8)

A simple procedure carred the transport method arlows the

determination of arl coefficients nj in terms of action s

and classical path A(t).
A natural question now arises. Are expansions (3.5)

in m and (3.6) in fr consistent, and if so, what is the

detailed structuraf connection between them? For, the

formula (3.6) is determined entirely by the classical
path q(t), whereas (3.5) involves parametric integrals of
the potentiar u and its derivatives along the rinear paths ã.

The basic idea presented in part II is that the W-K

approximation for the propagator may be obtained from an

appropriate infinite-mass expansion of the wKB approximation.

From eqs. (3.6)-(3.8) it is apparent that the m + æ êxpânsions

of action s and coefficients nj must be determined. The

t
s(x,tiy,s) = l- attl låt.l¡2 u(q(t))l

S
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mass dependence of s has two sources. First, there is
the expJ-icit m in (3.7)i second, there is implicit mass

dependence in classical path g(t) " f characteríze the
latter by a Tay1or series in m-1,

(3.9)

Since g(t) describes the solution of the two fixed end

point probJ-em in classicar mechanics, the reading term

oo(t) represents a linear trajectory from y to x having

constant velocity (*-y) / (t-s) . Once the higher coeffi-
cients oi (r) have been found the 1arge mass behaviour of
s will- be well defined. proceeding in this fashion and

upon employing the transporÈ method it becomes possible

to determine closed form off-diagonal (x I y) expressions

for the w-K coefficients Tr. This method of obtaining the

w-K expansion from the wKB expansion via a rarge mass

expansion has wide appricability since it reguires onry

that the dynamical quantum problem arise from a werl

defined Lagrangian with an anarytic dependence on the

mass parameter.

The procedure just sketched wilr be carried out in the

next three chapters, for systems defined by Hamirtonian
(3-1) (A and u are assumed sufficientry smooth). Further-
more, analogous procedures exist involving the mixed

representatíon propagators when A = o, so alr three cases
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will be developed in paralrel. The specific content of
the rest of Part rr is as follows. chapter 4 discusses

the J,arge mass expansion of the classical paths g(t)
rerevant to each case. chapter 5 reviews the wKB approxi-
mations, incruding the transport method for obtaining
the higher-order coefficients nj, for the three cases.

Finally, chapter 6 combines the resurts of the previous

tv''o chapters to derive the w-K expansions of the three
propagators from their WKB approximations.

It is evident that expansions (3.6) and (3.5) repre-
sent the asymptotic approximations associated with two

similar problems in singular perturbation theory tKc gr l.
rn singular perturbation theory one examines the behaviour

of the solutions of a partial differential eguation as a

function of a vanishing parameter appearing in front of
the highest order differential term. In the m -+ æ case

we see that the multiplier of the Laplacian term in (3.4)

vanishes. fn the ñ -+ 0 problem the singularity is somewhat

more severe in that both Lhe Laplacian and time derivative
multipliers vanish. rt is a coÍìmon occurrence in singular
perturbation theory that the behaviour of the solution in
the small parameter is highly singular. Both (3.6) and

(3.5) exhibit essential singularities in their respective

small parameters, i.e., ñ and m-l. Only after the precise

mathematicar structure of the essential singurarity has
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been determined is it then possible to carry out a smalr

parameter asymptotic expansion in the neighbourhood of
the singular point.

semiclassical asymptotic approximations have in
general three basic features. These are: (i) the
analytic structure (particularly the singular behaviour)
j-n the small parameter, (ii) the construction of
formulas for the higher correction terms, and (iii) the
convergence properties of the approximating series (e.g.,
the determination of the order and uniformity of the
asymptotic series together with estimates that bound

the totar error). This last aspect is by far the most

intractable feature of these approxirnations to under-
stand and only a limited number of resurts are availabre.
However, the scalar field problem of (3.4) is well under-
stood in all three of the above aspects. truj 79, Fuj Bol

gives coefficient expressions and error term bounds for
the wKB propagator approximation, and [osb 84] finds error
term bounds for the w-K approximation that are val-id for
both the time evolution and temperature (eroch equation)

realizations of the problem.

The analysis of part ff will establish the linkage
between the wKB and w-K approximations in a formal fashion
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and so þrirr not give estimates of the totat error" All
the mathematical- derivations are of an heuristic nature,
and it is assumed that series expansions have rneaning

and are at least asymptotically convergent.



CHAPTER 4

54.0 Prel i¡ninaries

This chapter anaryzes the inverse-mass expansion (3.9)

of three different classical paths. The general Hamiltonian
system to be considered is defined here, and then section
4.I will motivate expansion (3.9) and show how to sol_ve for
all the coefficients oj recursively, in the case of a two fixed
end-point path. section 4.2 witr contain simirar arguments

applied to the case of paths with one end-point fixed and

velocity fixed at the other end-point. The first few p.

are calculated expricitry since they wirl be needed in
chapter 6 to illustrate the bridge between the wKB and

l¡J-K methods.

The system to be considered is defined by Hamiltonian
(3.1), and its classicar dynamics is described by Hamil-
ton I s eguations

Here q is the classical path in configuration
p is the momentum conjugate to q. Combining

with (3.1) gives Newton's equation for g: R +

q

P

(4-1a)

(4.1b)

space nd and

these equations

Rd,

60
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,io{.) =*tfo(e(t),r) +åut.)Foß(q(r),r)l (4.2)

where one has introduced

f = -vu - aA: Rd+l * Rd (4.3a)

Fo 
B = ooou o uoo: Rd+l -+ fl (4 .3b)

The following notation is used. First, Greek indices c,fl,...
range from I to d, and the summation convention on repeated
greek indices in a term is empLoyed (cf. (4.2)). Concerning

derivatives, v denotes differentiation with respect to a

(d-dimensional) vector argument, and â with respect to a

scalar argument. rf there is more than one argument of
either type, then oj (or a, ) denotes differentiation with
respect to the jth ,rectot (or scalar) argument, (cf . (4.f )) .

Finally vf denotes the ßth "o*ponent of this gradient.')

54.1 The Two Fixed End-point path

The classical action S(x,tiy,s) which occurs in the
WKB approximation of .xlÚ(t,s) lyr requires the sol-ution to
(4 -2) subject to the two fixed end-point boundary condition

q(s) = y , q(t) = x (s < t) (4.4)

for fixed configurations x,y . Rd. Àssume a unioue sorution
q(') = q(.ixrt;y,s): Is,t] * nd to this problem exists. This
is generally the case for smooth bounded potentials if t-s
is small enough, (cf" Chapter g of this thesis, and

tFuj 79f, tFuj 801).
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Write

g - PO + n (4.s)

(4.8 )

where

oo(r)=y+H(*-y) =tffil- (4.6)

using the - notation of (I.5). Note that p0 is the linear
path in nd satisfying (4.4), and which sotves (4.2) if the

right-hand side vanishes (free motion or infinite mass

limits) . Formulae (4 .5 ) - (4 .6 ) are essentially a definition
of tr and since q and pO satisfy (4.4), one requires

n(s) = n(t) = 0 (4.7)

Suppose now that the functions {fo, Foß} are bounded

on the domain Rd,. I s, t ] ,

consider the formal limit m + @ in (4.2). As m increases,

the path q which depends on m changes. Assuming that q

remains bounded with respect to this dependence in a

neighborhood of m-I = O, one finds öt.l -+ 0 as m * æ.

Integrating this twice and applying (4.4) shows q (t ) -+ oO (t )

and hence n(t) + 0, as m -+ æc

MotivaLed by t.hese considerations, seek an expansion

of n of the form

n(t) = ; m-j p-(r) ,j=r )

where the coefficients oj, Is,t] * Rd are mass-independent.
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If (4.7) is to hold for aIt m, it is reguired that

or(s) = oi(t) = o , (j > t) (4.9)

Together, (4.8) and (4.5) yield the m-l-expansion (3.9) of
the classical path q about the linear path p0 representing

'free' motion of a system subject to constraint (4.4).
The next objective is to solve for the coefficients

p.i using a simpre recursive method. The basic idea is to
_)

substitute (3. 9 ) into (4 .2); then comparing po\{ers of m-l
yields eguations of motion for oj which may be solved using
a simpre one-dimensionaÌ Green function. substitute (4.5)

into (4.2), and express the resurting force terms as Taylor
series, to obtain

fo (q,t) = fo (og+n,t) = eilv fo (oo,t)

and similary

Fou(q,t) = "n'v Foß(oo,t) .

Here v acts on the vector argument of fr, or Foß, as usuaI,

and the r argument of the path functions is suppressed

for brevity.

Insert (3.9) and the above into (4.2) to obtain

¡ m-j ö. = I n'v
.¡-r lq fr e" fo(oo't)
r-L 

(4 '10)-æ* *l t.1., *-' é, u"n'v FoB(oo,t)
l=u
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\^Ihere ö0 = 0 was used, and Q;^. is the oth 
"ornponent of p..l0 - -)

rn order to eguate conmon powers of m-l in (4.10),

employ (4.8) to write

n.V 
@

e' " = n exp(m-l o_.V)
j=l J

@ @ æ . -in, n.
= r ... r il (n_,!)-r m - l(p-.v) l

D.=0 D-=0 j=1 I ' lt

Hence the coefficient of m-P in "l'v is

.n'o]m-p 
,"rf, 

tr!,_ (n.!)-t(oi.v)nJr (4.rr)
J

where the sum specified by Ip is defined as follows: if
(n, )

p = 0, then rp t...1 = f; if p ì I, then sum over all the
(n, )

p-tuples of non-negative integers (nr) = (n1, ..,rp) which

satisfy the constraint

p
r in. = pì-r - )

J-r

use (4.11) to eq'uatethe coefficient of m-1p+1) in (4.r0),

(where p ì 0), and obtain

.. ñ P -l 
n'

pp+I,o = 
tirl 'rl, 

(nt!) '(or'v) 'lto(oo't' 
,4.r2)

P . r r n.
+ r p_ ^ i r- n (n*!)-r(0,.v) llro*(oo,r)

r=0 P-r'þ (n,) j=I I "J
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Notice the right-hand side of (4.I2) involves only p0,...,0p.
Since pO is known, one may solve recursively for any 9p+1.

Specifically, the problem for Þp+Ira is of the form

-2d
]7 Pp+f,o(t) = h(t)
ctT

along with the homogeneous boundary conditions (4.g). The

Green function solution for this problem has the standard

form

where r. = mj-n {rrrt }, ., = max {trtt i and Ât = t-s. À change

of variable to the unit intervar scares out the trivial
dependences on 

^t. 
setting r = s+E^t, E e [0,r], yields

g(t,E') = 6.(tr-1) (4.14 )

As an illustration of the use of (4.I2) and (4.13) Iet
us compute pl and aZ (both of these are required in Chapter

6) " fn the case of pl, G"j-z) with p = 0 becomes

öro = fo (oo,t) + õog tou (oo,r)

!(v
-1pp+l, 

o 
(t ) = 

,J . dt' (r. -s) (tr-t) (¡t)-rh 1. ' ¡

pp*t,o(s+tat) = (¡t)2 ll dt' s(E,E')h(s+E'^t) (4.r3)
)g

where g is the unit intervar Green function in (r.6),
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Notice that eo = $-y)/nt (constant verocity), and that
oO (s+t' at ) is ã' . Thus (4.13 ) yields

pro (s+[at) = (¡t)2 J, dE' g(E,E')[fo 1f ',s+6,at)

(x-y) a _* --¡r- Fo 
ß 

(6' , s*E'^t) l

observe that both the space and time arguments of t o,
Fog are integrated along a linear path from the initial
(y' s) to the f inat (x, t) value. This will- occur repeatedly
in the following analysisr so it is convenient to generarize
the idea of (i.e., to redefine) a linear path to incl_ude

al-so the time argument. Thus we now write for 6 e [0,1],

(4 .ls )

This is in fact consistent chapter one's notation, if
functions of Ë there are regarded as being constant in the
last (time) variable. Also, the guantity in t... I above

will occur oftenr so denote it by

wo(z,t) = ro (z,rixrtiyrs)

(x-y) 
"=fo(z,t) * #FoU(z,t) , (4.16)

where (z,t) . Rd+l. For future reference note the composition
Iaw, (f e [0,1J),
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wq(i) I1x,t)=ã = to(fe , .i ";;:' u ,oe(fç) = wo(rT) (4.r7)

The values w fãl represent the Lorentz force acting on at

system moving on the línear trajectory oO(r). With these

notations the result for o, may be restated as

pro(s+E^t) = (¿t)2 ll dE' e(E,E')w (ã') (4.r8)
)g o -

Now consider the form taken by pZ. Eq. (4.I2) with
p - 1 reads

özo = pr.vwo(oo,t) + årg tou(oo,t) (4 .1e )

The velocity term ör_g follows from (4.I8) upon using

drda;-^rAE '

IIotß(s+tar) = Ar l^ dE'ars(E,E')wu(ã') (4.20)
)0

Integrating (4.I9) , as in (4 . I3 ) , and substituting (4 " I8 ) ,
(4.20 ) yields

-l* ã19(Eytr)(at) -Fou(er)J (4.2I)

It should now be evident how to solve for the general

coefficient oj in (3.9).

p2s(s+rÂt) = (¡t)4 f: ¿EÌ f: ¿E2 s(E,Er)'Ê tirtre(r1 ,Er)vu*o,ãr,
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g4 "2 One Fixed End-Point Paths

In the next chapter, the WKB approximations for
.xlÚ(t,s) lk> and .plÛ(t,s) ly> in the case A = 0 will be seen

to require classical paths having one end-point and one

velocity fixed. Such paths will be studied here with A

present, before specializing to the A = 0 case.

Consider first a solution q* = q*(. ìx¡L;u,s): [s,t] * nd

of Newton's equation (4.2) subject to the boundary conditions

q*(s) = u , q*(t) = x (s < t) (4.22)

which fix the initial velocity to be u . Rd and final

position to be x. Define n* by the equation

q* = eð + n* (4 -23)

where

ofi(t) = x + (t-t)u (4-24)

Now o[ is again a solution of (4.2) in the free motion or

infinite mass limits, and ofi satÍsfies boundary conditions

(4.22). rn other words, o[ is a linear path in nd with

initial velocity u and final configuration x. It fol-lows

that n* must satisfy

¡*1s¡ = n*(t) = O (4.25 )
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The consideratj-ons following (4.7) now apply with q*

in place of g, and so the following expansion is sought:

n*(t) = r m-j pI(t)
j=I )

(4.26)

with

of (s) = pI(t) = 0 (j > I) (4.27)JJ

Based on (4.2) , (4.23) and (4.26) , the equations of motion
for pI crearry follow just as before, with the result thatl
(4.I2) is valid with p replaced by p*.

The solution of this equation is now subject to (4.2i),
however, and so the appropriate standard Green function
must be used. Hence,

çtoË*r,o(t) = 
,J= 

ut' (tt-t) h*(t')

Upon scaling to the unit interval- this becomes

oË*r,o(s+Elt) = (^t)2 ll dE' 9*(€,E') h*(s+E'^t)
)g

where g* is the Green function of (I.I7), ví2.

g*(trE') = Er-1 (4.28)

The computation of specific oj is now pararJ-er to that
of e:, with the following modifications:

J

(i) 9* replaces g;

(ii) ô6 is the consrant vetocity u, replacing (*-y) /tt¡
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(iii) the appropriate generalized space-time linear path

is now defined to be

t* = (x+16-1)^t u, s+tÂt) 
"

(4.2e)

Note that the spatial part of this t* is also obtained

by making the replacements g = íLt/h, e = kz/Zm and k = mu

in (1.16). This replacement of k is varid since in chapter r,
fi = 0 and so momentum = mass x velocity, there. These

observations then lead to the results

,Lo(s+[Ât) = (^t)4 I" a2E s* (t,tr)w!({ä)ts* (61 ,E2)vßwo (ef )

I.

oTo(s+[at) = (^t)2 l] ¿61 e*(r,Er) w*(6T) , (4.30)
)6 r-

+ a19*(tr,Er) {at)-1 Foß(Eî)l , (4 .31)

where

rI = fo * rß FoB (4.32)

Next, consider a solution q# of Newton's equation,

having a fixed initiar configuration and finar velocity:

q#(") = y , å#(t) = v (s < t) (4.33)

The now familiar arguments above may again be apptied, using

the constant velocity Iinear path

{
o[(t) = y + (r-s)v , (4.34)
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the Green function g# of (1.25 )

g#(€,8')- -E< ,

and the generalized space-time linear path

E# = (y+6ltv, s+E^t) (4.3s)

The spatial part of E# is arso obtained by repracing g = íLt/h,
)q = ñ'/2m and P = mv in (I.24).

FormuÌae for the mass coefficient" of of q# mav be)
obtained from (4.30), (4.3f) by replacing * with #, and by

defining

*l = fo * rß Fo. ( 4.36)

Suppose now that there is no vector potential, A - 0

(but u(x,t) is retained). rn this case (4.3) shows Fou = 0

while f = -vu. Thus w* = *# = -veu and the resurts (4.30)

and (4.31) reduce to

The last two resurts are afso true if # replaces * throughout.
Finarly, consider the difficurties encountered if the

boundary conditions specify initial velocity u and final

oTo (s+[Âr) = -(^r)2 it drl 9* (€,tr) vcv(Ef ) , (4.37)
)s

oio(s+t^t)

= (^t)4 I" a2e 9* (E,Er) s*(t,E2) vovßu(tf ¡vßu(e j) (4.38)
r-
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velocity v" Then there do not exist two linearly independent

sorutions to öo = 0 satisfying these constraints, and hence

there does not exist a Green function for this case. Equi-
valentry' if u / v, there can be no constant velocity path

with oOts) = u, åO{t) = v.



CHAPTER 5

WKB Approximation

55.0 The Time Evolution Kernel

ft is the transport method that makes the determination

of the higher-order correction terms to the WKB approxi-

mation possible. In a notation suitable for the further

development of the large mass expansion an account is given

of the transport recurrence relations and their solutions

which provide expressions for À .. The use of the trans-

port method in quantum mechanics apparently originates in

the work of Birkhoff [Bir 33a, Bir 33b].

From a partial differential equation perspective the

quantum propagator <xlÛtt,s) lyr is the solution of the

time-dependent Schrödinger equation

tn #.*lû(t,s¡ ly' = H(x,-iñvx,tk xlÛtt,s) ly' (s.1)

subject to the delta function initial condition imposed at

an arbitrary starting time s,

. x lÛ (t, s) ly' -+ ô (x-y) asL+s (5.2)

The wave-mechanical Hamiltonian corresponding to (3.I) is

H(x,-iñvx,r) = # o* . * A(x,t){x . * v'A(x,t)

(x,t)12 + u(x,t) ..*le

73

(s.3)
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The WKB approximation for .xlû(t,s) ly> may be con-

structed as fol-lows. The first step is t.o make an ansatz

about the essential singurarity structure in the variable
å of the propagator, namely

d/2.xlû(t,s)ly>= (ãå*l e*p{ål +^} , (5.a)

where At = t-s and the phase function / is assumed reaf-
valued, dependent upon x,tiy,s and independent of ñ. The

less singular complex-valued amplitude and phase correction
Â is assumed to be smooth in ñ and to admit a smarr ñ
Taylor series expansion (3.8 ) ,

[ = r (iñ)P-I^ .
P=I P

(5.s)

Insertion of (5.¿) into equation of motion (5.I) gives
the standard reguirement (in the 1imit h + O) that I be a

solution of the non-linear partial differential eguation

àÅ (x,t) + u(x,v/ (x,t),t) = o (s.6)

Equation (5"6) is the Hamirton-Jacobi equation of classical-
mechanics, and typical-Iy has many sorutions. The particul-ar
solution appropriate for (5.4) is determined by the initial
condition (5.2¡. Recall that the free propagator (the

solution of (5.1) (5.2) in Èhe everÈthat A = 0 and u = O)

is
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d/2 t. I l2r
uo (x 

' v; ^t 
) = (ã+¡E) ' ""ptå (s . z )

The rapid oscillation and the multiplicative singularity in
(5-7) become a representation of t.he derta function ô (x-y)

in the limit 
^t 

-+ 0. One looks for a similar behaviour to

develop in (5 .4 ) as At -+ 0.

Let L' R2d+1 -+ R be the Lagrange function associated with
Hamiltonian (3.1), ví2.

L(x,i,t) =ilil2+A(x,r).i u(x,r) . (s.B)

If furthermore q = e(.;xrt;y,s) is the classical path

discussed in Section 4.L, then the classical action S

defined by

t
s(x,t;y,s) = I a, L(q(.),å(t),r)

s
(s.9)

is well-known [cF 63] to be a solution of Hamilton-Jacobi

equation (5.6). The 
^t 

-+ 0 limit of (5.9) will now be examined,

in order to show that

s(x,ti!,s) = 2fi¡ l*-vl2 + (x-y).1 u, A(y+g (x-y) ,s)
0

+ o(Ar) (s.10)

Using (5.8) and (4.5) in (5.9) gives
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t
s(x,riy,s) = I u. tä låo + ntrll2 * a(q(t),r).å(r) u(q(t),t)l

= # l*-vl2 + 
^r i dE ri l;(Ë) 12o ' (5.11)

+ a(È + n (Ë),Ël "t oo + n tEll u (q(Ë1,Êll

where

Ê = y + E(x-y) , Ë = s + t 
^r

t that öo = 
'i-rt' 

is consrant were

used in (5.11). Now, using the results of Section 4.I, it
is not hard to establish (by induction) that the path

coefficients p; in (4.8) satisfy
)

ou (t) = o(Arj) , o. {.¡ = o(¡tjtr) (j > r) (5.12)) l'

Using this and the assumption that v, vßa and âA are00,

bounded, uniformly over the time intervar of interest,
aLl-ows (5 .10 ) to follow f rom (5 .1I ) "

The result (5.I0) therefore shows that S is a singular
solution (as 

^t 
-+ 0) of the Hamil_ton-Jacobi equation such

that its leading singular term exactly reproduces the rapidry
oscillating phase factor required for the delta function
representation (5.7). So choosing

Á(*,t) = S(x,tiy,s) (s.13)

arlows (5.4) to satisfy the iniÈial condition (5.2) provided

that
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Â (y,siy,s) = 0 (s.14)

The final step in specifying the generalized WKB

approximation is to determine the function A (xrtiy,s), by

calcurating the coefficients Â . in its series representation
(5.5). The differentiar equation satisfied by 

^ 
is obtained

by substituting (5.4) into (5.I) and using (5.6). One

finds that

'* 
* (i? - ,o! 

o(x,t))'vxlÂ (x,t;v,s)

(s.rs)

= ,h tihlvr^ 12 + 2vr^.orÂ0 + 
^1 

(iñ^+^0) + v.Al

where Â O is defined by

tt2
Áo(x,riy,s) = ä'";Ë'- - s(x,riy,s) (5.16)

and the omitted arguments are the same as their last appear-

ance. From (5.10) it is seen that ÄO is non-singular as

^t 
-+ 0.

Inserting series (5.5) into (5.I5) gives, upon eguating

the coefficients of common powers of tr

13+ rx-Y-Io-n- !ot.o u'at t 
^t 

m "I"o m ", 'x,"p

- 1 T^ çr.À r ^ ^ 
P-r

= ã ' 
on, tv'A + otÂ p-t o 

*i, 
otÂ p-L " v1À rl (5 ' 17 )

where p 2 1, Onrr is the Kronecker de1ta, and the sum is
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absent if p = I " The condition (5. 14 ) requires that (5.17 )

be solved subject. to the boundary condition

nn(t,siy,s) = 0 , p>1 (s.r8)

The transport method for solving (5.17) is based on the

observation that an appropriate variable substitution wirl
alter it from a first order partial differential ecruation

in n+r variabres to a first order ordinary differential
equation.

Using

"nn

(5.16) to replace A O yields

l+ : (v_ s-A) . v_^m r_ Ip

I -^ p-I
= f^'on,rv'A + otnp-t * 

*j, 
otÂp-r'vr^kl (5'19)

rn this identity replace x = q(t) and t = t where r € [s,t].
Now recall- tGF 63 I that the gradient on the first vector
argument of s with the appropriate path arguments is the

momentum conjugate to q(r)

v's(q(t),tiy,s) = p(r) = må(r) + A(q(t),t)

where the second equality is (4.Ia)" With this substitution
the left-hand side of (5"19) becomes a total derivative in
the r variable, $ nn(e(t),riy,s), and so (5.L9) is now an

ordinary differential equation that may be solved by
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integrating with respect to r. The one constant of inte-
gration is fixed by condition (5.I8). In this way Àn

(p > 1) is expressed as a functional of q:

-tAn(x,t;y,s) = z* / a.roo,rv'A(q(r),r)

p-] 
(s ' 20)

+ totnp-t * 
*jr- 

otÂp-k"v1^kl(q(t)'ttY's)Ì

Since the right-hand side of (5.20) only involves ÂO - Àp_I,
it may be used in conjunction with knowredge of the path

9., to determine Â n in a recursive fashion. Representation
(5.20) is the main result of the transport method.

A few comments about the representation (5.4) of the WKB

approximation are in order. often in the l-iterature one

encounters a different version of the rowest-order wKB

expansion lBI4 72, t{riz 811 namely

.*lû(r,s) ly 1' (2rt;;a7Z lo(x,t;v,=) lÌ .* 
t(x't;Y's) 

(s-21)

where

D (x,t;y,s) = detf -vivj S (x,rry,s) l

The determinant D may be interpreted as the density of paths

from y to x [Sch 81]. However, the identity

D (x, t; y, s)
(5.22)

, m .d - t
= (Eä)' 

"*pt*l { a.tv"A(q(t),t) + al Ao (q(r) t:îy,s)l}
È
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establishes that t.he f irst order version of (5"4), where

Â is replaced Uy 
^t, 

is identical with (5"21) " Identity
(5.22) - a conseguence of the continuity equation [Van 28,

Sch 811 obeyed by D is proved in tMO 861 in the case

[ = 0; the argument given there readily generalizes to the

A I 0 case.

g 5.1 wKB for < x lÚ tt, s) I k>

In this section and the nexL WKB approximations of the

mixed representation propagators will be derived in the case

where there is no vector potential, [ = 0. The reason for

this restriction is that in this case the general definition

of momentum for Lagrangian (5.8), namely

vrl,(x,i,t) = mi + A(x,t)

reduces to the j¡rplications p = mv and k = mu. Thus the

momentum variables introduced by the mixed Dirac matrix

elements are essentially equivaÌent to the fixed velocities

that were imposed in Section 4.2.

Now <xlutt,s) lk> is, from the partial differential

equation viewpoint, the solution of the time-dependent

Schrödinger equation

(-iñ # - * o- + u(x,t)).xlÛtt,s)lk> = o, (s.23)

subject to the non-singular initial condition:
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.*lÛ(t,s) lkt -+ (2rfi)-d/2 exp(i x.k,zñ) as t -+ s (5.24)

Ì4ake the WKB-tlpe ansatz

. -Ã /).xlu(t,s)lk> = (2n11) v/L È t"(x't;k's)+Âo(*'t;k's)
(s.2s)

where s* is independent of h, and Â * is smooth in h. rn fact
it will be required that Â* = O(tìo) as fr * 0. With this
requirement, the substitution of (5"25) into (5.23) leads,
upon equating to zero the coefficient of the rowest power

of h, to the Hamilton-Jacobi equation,

rrso(x,t;k,s) . ,* lots*(x,t;r,s) l2 + u(x,¡) = o

If the requirement

Â*(x,t;k,s) -+ 0 as t -+ s (x,k . Rd) (5.26)

is made on À *, then (5 "24 ) shows the solution S* to the
Hamilton-Jacobi eguation must be chosen to satisfy

S*(xrt;k,s) + x.k as t -+ s (5 .27 )

In order to proceed further, a Iitt1e classical mechanics

is required. The basic idea is that s* may be obtained from

action S by a suitable Legendre transformation tBli 74).

Recall that a "complete integrar" of the Hamilton-Jacobi

equation (5.6) is a solution to (5.6) which depends on d

independent free parameters (other than the variables x,t).
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For example, action S(x,tiy,s) is a complete integral with

free parameters y . Rd (s is considered fixed in a given

evolution probl-em) "

Next, recall Jacobirs theorem of classical mechanics

(Section 8.1, Theorem 2) " Basically, this says the

following. Suppose S(xrtiy,s) is any complete integral

of (5.6) and consider the equation

-vzS (qI, . i y, s) = mu , (s.28)

for a parameter u. Rd. suppose a solution qf(.) = 91(.;y,s,u)
to (5.28) exists in some region of rryru space. Then Jacobi's
theorem asserts that ql is a cfassical path, with momentum

given by

pl(.) = vrs(el (t),tiy,s) . (s.2e)

Now take S in (5.28) to be the action (5.9). Set A = 0,
't

x = q'and t = r in (5.10) and differentiate with respect to
y to see that (5.28) has the form

mI
.- (q--y) + o(t-s) = mu (5.30)

This indicates that if 
^t 

is small enough det (vivjSl * 0 and

so (5.28) may be solved uniquely for ql{r). tThis type of

argument can and wilI be made mathematically rigorous in
Chapter 8, cf. Proposition 3(a).1 Now let r -' s in (5.30);
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the boundedness of mu - o (r-s) in this rimit shows that
1, Ig- (r) -" y = g- (s) . Then, isolating the dif ference quotient

91 (.)-gl(s) -,, - o(t-s)1-Q

in (5.30) shows å1 tr) * u as r -+ s.

It is therefore seen that qI(,;yrs,u) is a classical
path with initial conditions qt ("¡ = y and qI t=) = u.

NexL consider equation (5.28) in the form

mu = -o2S(x,t;i,=) (s.31)

By arguments si¡nilar to those just given, it may be seen that
for small 

^t 
(5.31) has a unigue solution l(*rt,u,s), which

tends to x, with finite a"i * u, as t -+ s*. Now combineT-

(5.28 ) and (5.31) to obtain

'l

-vzs(q'(t)rriyrs) = mu = -v2s(x',t;i(x',trLl,s)rs) ,

valid for all X'ryru e Rd and rrt close to s. Choose r = t,
1define x = q-(t;yrsru) and set x' = x. Then

-V2S(xrt;Yrs) = mu = -O2S(x,t;i(*,tru,s)rs)

and since i is a unique solution to (5.3I) it follows that
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It is therefore seen that i(*,t,u,s) is the ínitial
position of the classical path with final position x (at

time t), and initial velocity u (at time s) .

But this is just the path denoted q* in Section 4.2,
so that the conclusion is

(5.32)

It is now possible to define S* by the Legendre transformation,

S* (x,t;k,s) = k.i{*,t,k,/m,s) + S(x,t;î(x,L,k/m,s),s) . (5.33)

Using (5.31) it is an elementary exercise in differentiation
to show that s* satisfies the Hamirton-Jacobi esuation

because S does. To verif y (5 .27 ) , use (5 .I0 ) in (5 .33 ) to
obtain

s* (x, t; k, s) - k. î {*, t,k/m, s) + 2{¡ l"-i t* , t,k/m, s) I 
2

+ o(Ar)

Letting t -> s*, the above mentioned properties of y show

ll| t. (x,r;k,s) = k.x + | ( u). (x-x) = k.x
L?Þ

Thus S* defined by (5.33) is a suitable phase function
for the WKB ansatz (5.25)" À more useful formula for S* is
obtained by recalling the definition (5"9) of S, and t.he fact
q* runs from i {*,t,u, s) to x. Hence (5 " 33) inplies
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t
S* (x,t;k,s) = k.q" (s) + I a-, l(q* (.),å* (r),t) (5.34)

S

wirhu= k/m, andLagrangianL(x,i,t) =ä l*12 u(x,t).
Next employ the decomposition (4.23 ) of q* and an integration
by parts (using (4.25)) to obtain

S*(x,t;k,s) = k.Ix+(s-t)u+n*(s)] + Ë (t-s)u2 + mu.n*(t)

t
+ j u-, tä ¡fio t.l l2 u (qo (r),r) l

= (s.35)

.Att= k.x - fr *' latlln*(.).no(t) +u(qn(t),r)l
s

It is representation (5.35) which wi1l be used in Chapter 6.

Since rì*= 0 when v = 0 (free motion) it follows that

t
S

S*(xrtik,s) lu=0 = k.x - * *' ,

which is easj-ry checked to sorve the free Hamilton-Jacobj-

equation.

Having determined S*, it remains to determine A*. The

partiar differentiar equation satisfied by A o is found by

substituting (5.25) into (5.23) and using the Hamilton-Jacobi

equation for S*. It is

ârÂo = - *! orr*01Â* -,* also. * {lvrn*¡2 + aLÂ*) (s.36)

fn accordance with the requirements on À *, seek an

ñ-expansion
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À * (x,tik, s) = ; (iñ)j n T*r 
(x,r;k, s) (5.37)

j=o

where (5 .26 ) impl ie s

nTor (x,t;k,s) -+ 0 as t -+ s (j > 0) (5.38)

Arso define Â fi as the difference between the free and

interacting S* functions:

^* = Q*l - c*"0 - e lu=0 e (s.3e)

Then inserting (5.37) in (5.36) and coll_ecting common powers

of li leads to the following recurrence relations for the
coefficient function Àl (p > I):p

.lrP-I

"nË 
* *= or-s*'vrÂ* = zn.' iornË-r * *:" ornË-r,'vr,tål ; (5.40)

' n=I

(the sum is absent if p = 1). A transport method may again

be employed to solve (5,40) by turning it into an ordinary
differential equation. If this is to work, (5.40) indicates
that x must be repraced by a path such that olso becomes

momentum. rt will now be shown that the suitabLe path is go.

First notice that the aforementioned interpretation of

i implies

y(q"(t)rt,rfrs) = e*(s) . (s.41)

Then differentiating (5"33) vüith respect to x, and taking
(5.31) into account, gives

OIS* (x,t;krs) = VIS (*,t;Ï(xrtrk/m,s),s)
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Replace x,t -+ q* (t),r here and use (5"41) to obtain

oIS* (q* (r),t;k,s) = vrS(e* (t),t;q* (s),s)

By (5.32) and the formula for momentum (5.29) in Jacobi's
Theorem, the r.h.s. above is seen to be må*(t).

Hence making the replacement x,t * q*(t),t in (5.40)

again causes the 1.h.s to become a total derivative

*^ð(q*(r),t; k,s)

= + [^]^*-r * nrt v.'ÂI--.V.,ÀIl(q*(r),ri,k,s) .2m ' "I" p-I ,,lf 't" p-n " l_" n

Integrate this over r € (s,t) and impose (5.38).

Recalling that q* (t) = x then gives the transport repre-
sentation (p > 1)

nfi{x,t;k,s)
(5 .42)

r!P-l= 2- i attnl^fi-r * 
.,i, ornË-r,"or^f;1(q* (t)'r;k's) '

The simÍlarity of this result to (5.20) is obvious.

s5.2 wKB for.plÛ(r,s) ly,
In this section, a sketch will be given of the WKB

approximation and transport representation for .plÛ(t,s) lyt
in the case A = 0. since some of the arguments involved

are rather analogous to (and as tedious as) those in the
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last section, emphasis will be placed on those aspects which

differ from the last section. Again, the arguments involving
classicar mechanics may be justified mathematicarly using

the technigues of part IIf.
When studying .plú (t,s) ly> from the point of view of

the Schrödinger equation

the momentum representation of H would be used, and this
leads to the appearance of u (ihvn) , which is undesirabry

complicated. However, another approach may be used, which

is similar to that used in Section 5.1.

The idea is to observe that çlû{t,s) lyr satisfies the

following "backward Schrödinger equation",

rih jt - ÊrtltÛ (t,s) = o

tin S + H(y,iñvy,s)t.plÛ tt,") ly, = o

(s.43)

(s.44)

Here, the active variabres are yrs, while p,t are parameters.

To prove (5.44) , let s e (a,t) be variable, with a,t fixed.
Then using the composition l-aw of the evolution operators,
and then (5 .4 3 ) ,

o - tn * û (t,a) = tu * rû tt,s)û (s,a) l

= iñ (* û (t, s) )û (s,a) * û (t, s)È (s)û (s,a)

Multiplying UV Û(s,a)-l on the righr gives
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tu*û(t,=) +û(t,s)îr(s) = o,

from which (5"44) follows by taking rhe <p1.. " ly, Dirac
matrix element.

The non-singurar boundary condition associated with
(5 .44 ) is

(s.4s)

rn accordance with regarding.t as a fixed parameter, Lhe

limit 
^t 

-+ 0 will be realized as s -+ t from be1ow.

The WKB-type ansatz appropriate for (5.44) witfr (5.45) is

.plú(r,s)ly> = (2nh) -d/2 Jt 
to(P',t;y',s)+Âutn't;v's)

, (5.'46)

where 5# is independent of ñ, and Â# = o(to) as ñ -+ 0.

Substitution of (5.46) into (5.44) leads to the following
"backward Hamilton'Jacobi eguation" :

*+-â25"(prt;yrs) + H(y,-V2S'(p,t;y,s)rs) = 0 (5.47)

Again cl-assical mechanics arguments are used to sorve
(5"47) " Let S be the Lagrangian action (5.9) i and solve

vrS (x,t; y, s) = p

Then s# is defined
by the Legendre transformation

.¡r

sr (p,t;y,s) = -p"i(p,t,y,s) + S(;(p,L,y,s),tiy,s) . (5.48)
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Ànother useful representation of S#, analogous to (5.35), is

s#(p,t;y,s) = -p.y *^t 'l u, tä n#(.).n#(r)
S

+ u(q#(t),t)l (5.49)

It is we1l-known that S satisfies the backward Hamilton-

Jacobi equation, and hence so does S#. Furthermore,

S# (p,t;y,s) -+ -p.y as s -+ t so the requirement

n#(p,tiy,s) -+ 0 as s -+ t

ensures (5.45) will hold. Thusr ân expansion of n# of the

form

n# (p,t;y,s) = ;^ (iñ)j n j*r (p,t;y,s) (5.50)
j=o

is sought, with

^1 
->0 as s-+t (n>l)

n

The coefficient= n j*, are independent of ïr, and may be

sol-ved for using a transport method, with the result (n > 1)

afitn,r;y,s)

-ton-ÌIr-= ¡fr [ urtnrn#-, . ..:. ozn*-i.orn j] (p,trq# (r),r) , (s.sr)
S ]=I

where q# is the path with init.iat position y, and final
velocity v = p/m. This q# was discussed in Section 4.2.
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In (5.51) when n = I there appears the quantity

n$rn,r;y,s) = s#lu=' s# = -p.y - *n' s# (s.s2)

In the derivation of (5.51), use must be made of the

"backward Jacobi theorem", which basically states that if
S# (p,t;y,s) is a complete integral of (5.47), and if

or-t# (p, t; g3, r ) = -x

has sorution q3 (.) = q3 (.;prt,x), then q3 (.) is a crassical
path with momentum -oZt# (p,t;q3 (r),r). The proof of this
theorem is also given in Section 8.1.



CHAPTER 6

Generalized W-K Ex

56.0 fntroduction

rn this chapter an account is given of the generalized

W-K (or large mass) expansions of three propagators. This

is accomprished by combining the reciprocal mass expansion

of the relevant classical path, given in chapter 4, together
with the transport functionar identities derived in
chapter 5. The remainder of this section wirl give an

overview of the structure of the resuÌts to be obtained in
the next three sections. This chapter concludes with a

summary of Part If in Section 6.4.

consider first the time-evorution kerner .xlû(t,s) ly>
for Hamiltonian (5.3) (vector and scarar potentiars present).
Its W-K approximation has the general form (as m * -)

.J^@.xlu(t,s) ly> - uo(x,y;at)e ' .*p r_ *-o 
"n(x,t;y,s) 

, (6.1)
P=1

where

-1
Jo(x,t;y,s) = * I dEt¡t utã) (*-y) "A(ã) l

0

The coefficients Jo depend on ñ but not on m, u0 is the free
propagator (5.7), and È is the space-time rinear path (4.15).

The structure of W-K expansion (6,I) is slightly different
from that stated in (3"5) for the static scalar case.

92
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However, a cumurant expansion of the last exponentiar factor
in (6-r) leads to (3.5) by defining T. as an appropriate-)
combination of 

"n'".
In Section 6.I, equation (6.I) will be derived as a

conseguence of the m + - limit of the v{KB approximation:

."1Û(r,s) ly>
(6.2)

I m ð/2 ' æ

\2¡iñ 
^E) 

exptol s(x,t;y,s) + r (iñ)n-I A- (x,t;y,s) l
n=l n

It wilL be shown how to obtain JO from a knowledge of (3.9),
(5.9) and (5.20). In particular, the general off-diagonal
form of the first few correction coefficients Jor Jt and J,
will be expricitry computed. For static potentiars, their
di-agonal values will also be given.

Next consider the propagator .xlÚ (t,s) lkt in the

case where A = 0. In Section 6.2, its W-X approximation

will be found to have the form (as m * -)

.xlú(t,s) lmu'
(6.3)

ol@u[tx,muiar)expt* I u, u(E*) + I m-P,r${x,riu,s)J .o o=t

Here t* is given by (4.29) , and Ufr is the free propagator

ufi (x, k; År ) = .* ¡ .-iotÊo/o ¡ *' = (2r.n)-d/2 "i 
(-¡t k2 ¡zm+x'k) /h

(6.4 )
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Expressions for JT, Jä will be found, using (4.23), (5.35)

and (5.42) " These coefficient= 
"Ë 

are again functions of
ñ but not mi their mass independence is a conseguence of
the fact that the function studied in (6.3) is the propa_

gaLor with the "k argument" composed with the product mu.

A simil-ar analysis may be carried out for .plû tt,s) ly,
using its WKB approximation, and o#. The results of this
wil-l be presented in Section 6.2 also.

These results will suggest that when A = O, the
propagators for the time-dependent Hamiltonian

t
- (h'/2m) a* + v (x,t) have a W-K expansion completely
described by connected graphs (as in Chapter I). This is
shown to be the case in Section 6.3.

5 6.1 W-K for the Time Evolution Kernel

In order to derive the lV-K approximation (6.1) from
(6-2), it is necessary to consider first the large mass

expansion of action S, or eguivalently of À O tcf. (5.16) l.
Thus (5.9), (5.8) and (4.5) tead to

Âo(x,r;y,s) = *lä;f l' - I u.,ï låo + nr.l¡2
s

Recall pO = (.x-y)/Lt is constant. The guadratic velocity
Lerm in the integrand gives rise to three terms: one cance.l-s
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the leading term above; the cross term integrates and

vanishes due to (4.7)ì íf the third term is integrated
by parts there are no end-point contributions due to
(4.7) " Since n = ä, (4"2) yields

t
Â0 = I a', tå n"(t)(fa(q(t),r) + eUtr)Foß(q(t),r))

S

9(t)"e(q(t),t) + u(q(r),r) l

t
= i u, r* n"(en'v fo(oo,t) * åu.n'v Foß(oo,t))

s

- åo "n"v Ao(oorr) + en'v u(og,t)l
(6.s)

For the sake of brevity, the foltowing notational conventions

will be adopted. If the argument of a À or G is omitted,
it is to be taken as (x,t;y,s). Similarly for the fields
A,v,f ,F omitted arguments are to be (oO (t),r), and the path

variables g,p,n will omit (r). The evaluation of any such

guantity at a different argument will be made explicit.
ff (4.5') and (4.8) are used in (6.5), it follows that

^^ 
= ; r-k.k"o - klo "' "o ' (6.6)

where c[ are m and ñ independent coefficients. Furthermore,

if (6.6) is used in (5.20) in conjunction with the m-l

expansion of g (r ) one can again obtain a large-mass series
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expansion for Ar" fterating this procedure, all Ân are

seen to have .r ,n-1 expansion. The expricit mass factor
appearing in (5.20) means the 1east m-l power in Âr., is
-nmrso

Àr, = 
n!r, 

*-n "* (n > o) (6.7)

Substituting (6.7) (and (5.16) ) into (6.2), and re-organizing
the double sum according to powers of m-l reads to (6.1)

with the identification

p

"p = ,lo 
(ih) r-1 cT (6.8)

Of particular importance is the coefficient G! = iñ JO.

Collecting the parts of ÂO proportional to m-0 in (6.5)

shows that

^o:Io-.-: :Gó = 
¿ 

o.L-ooo Ao(oo,t) + u(oo,r)l

Changing variables to the unit interval, r = s+E^t, the

arguments of Ao and u become E, so that c! may be expressed

as a linear path parametric integral (l = [0,1]):

c! tx,t;y,s) = ^t I utiu(ã) - #.4(ã) ] (6.e)
r

This term verifies the first exponential factor 
""0 in

the W-K representation (6.1).
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The calculation of Jo wirr now be irlustrated for
p - I,2. From (6.8) it is seen thar Gå, cï are needed for
Jt, and c3, 

"'r, c3 ror Jr.
First consider C]. Return ro (6.5) and use (4.11)

to collect the m-I terms. One finds
&rL

Gå = I u, ,ï ororo+ å orröoeFoe - ðoo(p1.v)Ao
S

ór_ooo + (or,v)vJ

Integrate by parts the åroOo term; noting (4.9) and that

fr a"(og,r) = ouoo(oo,t)öog + âAc(oo,t)

one obtains

Gå = - Ii u' elo(ro + óoeFos)
S

changing variables to the unit intervar and using (4.r6) and

(4.18) yields the final expression

cf tx,t;y,s) = -+ (¿t)3 l.,u'E e(81,62)wotÈr)wotEr) (6.10)
T¿

Turning to cl the transport identity must be used. set
p = 1 in (5.20) and collect the m-l parts of the resulting
formula to obtain

^l'1'1=åor l dcrv"A(g)+0r"3(ã;y,s)l (6.11)'o
Differentiate (6.9) with respect to xo, remembering the
x-dependence in E,
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oî"3 = Ì urrr¿tvou (ã) - r (x-v) u voau tã) - eo {ã)t

The last term is integrated by parts

I
jo u' tå e lao tãl

I

"-o
resulting in the useful formul_a

oioS(x,t;y,s) = -Ao(x,r) - c0(x,r;y,s)

where C is manifestly gauge invariant,

I
co(x,t;y,s) = ar 

áu^rwo(Î') 
(6.I2)

Hence the Laplacian or c! with respect to its first argument is

0r."3 = -v.A(x,t) ot.C

Substituting this result into (6.11), wherein the (x,t) is
replaced by ã we find the V.A terms cancel 1eaving

rrlci = - å o. I ae v.,.c(ã;y,s)¿.0r_

Now (6.12 ) gives

ot.c = # co(x,r;y,s)
o

I _ (x-y)e 
^ r _= ^r 1 u^À[rvafo {i') + 

^ -# vorou{î) + # Fro(i) ]
0

1^
= ^t / al 

^¿ 
v"w(Î)

0
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by the antis]¡mmetry of Foß" Recalling (4.Ij ) gives

1r111ci = - i ot I ueq^r / dÀ ^' v.w(fE)-00

Finally make t.he change of variables y = ÀE in the inner

integral and follow that by a change of order of
integration. The E integral over [.rr1] may be exactly
evaluated and the result is

'r'r.1cltx,t;y,s) = -t (¡t)z Iu, y(1-v)v.w(7) (6.13)
0

Together formulae (6.10) and (6.13) sum via (6.8) to
give Jr.

The coefficient J, requires the construction of ^2 ^2to' tr
2)and Gj. Consider ci f irst. Because À , begins with tn-lc]l

the transport identity implies that for p > I

c3 = å o. idc arc!-](ã;y,s) (6.14)

Upon inserting expression (6.13) for Cl and iterating (6.14)

the general result for all p > I is found,

cftx,t;y,s) (6.15)

_.r 
'l

- (2Pp! )-1 (at¡ e+t I dE t E (l-E ) lP (¡) p-}v.w (ã)
0

rt remains to obtai" 
"3 

ana cl. rhe m-2 parts of
? 

------ t.(6.5) give ci. Proceeding as in the calculation of ci and

integrating by parts yields
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(x, t; yr s)

= -', (^t)s I ut E g(Ey,E2)*o(ãrlwß(ã3) (6.16)
I,

{s(E, t3)vBruo{ir) + (¿t)-1 â1 ø(er,63)Fo utirll
Finally the m-2 parts of (5.20) with p = 1 give Cf. The

resulting formula is

cf

cl = i (^r)4 I^a2E s(E1,E){s(rr,Er)tvowu{ãr)
t2rz

-t(e ,at)-'rgo (ãr) ltvowu {ãr)

t -'le|.E,'(1-E> )wu (i, ) t awu (ã, )

E rE rr (2E 
r._(E r+1 ) e, )wu (ã, )

-1(trat) 'v*Foß (t2) lÌ

-1+ (Ertt) *rBo(92)l

-1+ z(E2^r)-'ooruo tErll
a^

Iv'v*w0 (82)

(6.17 )

where E> = max{ EI,E2}

Formulae (6.15) through (6.17 ) determine J, via (6.8).

A useful check on the coefficients Cf, is to compare

them with other results in the literature. Resurts of this
type are the wigner-Kirkwood expansions of the heat kernel
.xle-UÊlrr, for time-independent Hamiltonians Ê, found in

tBR 84, BR 851 and tfOW 821 (with and without the vector
potential, respectiveLy). By specializing the present

results to the static case, and replacing 
^t = -itìB, the

resulting c!, cå, c|, c?¿ are found ro be in agreemenr with
known results.
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)Using cj I have similarly verified terms 3 through g

of Eqn. (2.29) of tBR 851 (to use their results, one must

set r = I and compute some of the superfruous integrars;
there are misprints in the 3td and Bth of the above

mentioned terms).

The quantities f , F*U and hence \^/ are aI1 invariant
under a gauge transformation of the potentials A and u.

rt forrows that of atr the cf, trrat have been carculated

above, onfy C! is not gauge-invariant. In fact, it may

be shown that -0cð is the only gauge-dependent cf, (see

[oM 85] for a fuIl discussion of this topic). The reason

for performing some of the partial integration manipulations

above was to bring the resul-ts into a manifestly gauge-

invariant form.

rn a number of physicar applications it suffices to know

the trace of the propagator in ?ú The trace invol_ves the

dx integral of the diagonar values of w-K expansion formul-ae.

In the case of a static field (a u = â Ao = 0) there is a

substantial simplification of the general expansion coeffi-
cients. The diagonal values of the relevant Cf, are:

ef tx,t;x,s) = fr at3 lvr(*) l2 ,

cfr tx,t;x,s) = å # o.t oßu(*)vou(x)vßvou(x) r
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cft*,tix,s) = ## ^rP+I 
¿Pu(x) (p > o),

and

cltx,r;x,s) = *À ot2 rBo(*)Fuo(x)

+ otatft vovßu(x)yovßu(x) * + vßu(x)vß¡v(x)l

In these cf tne static magnetic field only appears in cf,
whereas the static electric field appears in aII terms.

By contrast, aII Gl (botfr diagonal and off-diagonal) depend

on A in the non-static case.

96.2 W-K for Mixed Representation Propagators

Throughout this section, the vector potential A is
assumed to be zero. Consider first the problem of de-

riving the W-K approximation (6.3)r on the basis of the

WKB approximation for .x lÚ {t,s) lkt. The latter is determined

by (5 .25 ) and (5.37 ) :

+ ; (ih)n-l ,rfi(x,r;k,s)l
n=l (6'18)

æ

= uð (x,t;k,s) exp r (iñ)t-] nfi(x,t;k,s),
n=0

using (5"39) in the last step. To proceed further, it is
necessary to consider the large mass expansion of rtfi" Since
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Pð is a constant velocity path, the result iì* = ä* is
again val id. Thus Newton ' s eguation mi]* = -v u (q, t ) and

(5.35 ) show that

t
n fi 

(x,t;mu,s) = ! art- + n* (t).vu (q* (t),t) + u (qn (r),t) l;¿

t
= lurt-+ n[ *n*'v vou(0fi,r)

s

o 
"n*'o v (o[, r) ] (6.19)

Equation (6.19) is structural-ry identical to (6.5) in the
case À = 0. The same is true of the transport identities
(5.42) and (5.20). consequently the present problem may

be anaryzed by the same scheme used in the last section,
with computations that are virtually the same.

Doing this, one finds that (6.3) holds with ,ffi

expressed as

JI(x,t;u,s) = i (ih)l-I c*!(x,t;u,s) (6.20)P' g=o

in terms of ñ and m independent coeff icient" 
"*l(x,t;u,s) 

.

The explicit formulae for the first few G*f, are:

nG*i(x,t;u,s) = ^t I aE u(E*) ,
ï

(6.21)

c*|tx,r;u,s) = -+ (^r)3 l^azEs*(Et,E2\ vu(Ef).vu(ej) ,o)

r (6.22)
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c*f,tx,t;u, s) = $] [ u, (r-E )p Âpu 16*¡ (p > r)2È'P! r - 
(6.23)

c*f t*,r;u,s) = i (¿t)5 I.utE so (81,6 )gn (E2,E3)
IJ

' v'u (Ef )vovBv (Eit vßv (e!) rc.24)

"*f t*,r;u,s) = l (¡t)4 l"u'E so(8r,6){go(EyEr)
T"

* vav ßu (6f ) v"v Bu (Eä )

+ 2s" (E2,Er)vv (ti) "v¡u (Ei) j (6.25)

since x and u are different kinds of variabres, it is not
possible to discuss diagonal values of C.!.

Turn now to the case of .p lÛ (t, s) lyt. Using (5.46) ,

(5-50) and (5-52) ' the wKB representation of this propagator

is seen to be

çlÛ tt,s) ly, -u[ te,yi Árl.*p¡.]^ (ifr)j-t nj (p,t;y,s) J rc.26)
j=o

{where U[ is the free propagator

{ -i ntÊn'zn,
u[{n,Yiat) = .ple " ly'

(6 .27 )

= (2nh) -d/2 
"*p # (p.y + o. nj,

Upon replacing p with the product mv, and employing
(5.49), transport identity (5.5I) and the large-mass
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expansion of p# in a fashion similar to Section 6.L, the

foll-owing W-K expansion is obtained:

.*tlú(t,s) ly> - "å(rnv,y;ar)exp ; m-n ;fit.r,r;y,s) (6.28)
n=0

with mass-independent coeff icients

J+nrl = ;^ (it ¡s-] "oT ( 6.2s)
1,:0

*-
The G"; are related to the WKB correction terms by

n$t*,r,r;y,s) = 
r!" 

*-, c#lrv,r;y,s) (6.30)

The "fundamental building blocks,, G# are given by

formurae analogous to those for G*. The first few are

expl ic itly

c#!t,r,r;y,s) = ^r idE r(E#) (6.3r)

c#lo t",r;y, s) = - i (¡t) 3 I^ a2e g# (E) vu te f I .vu te ll (6.32)
12

c#f t",riy,s) :, (¿t)5 f.u=6 s# (Er,Ez)s# (E, Er)
I.

x vgr, te f lvovßv (e llvß, te $) (6.33)

c#ltv,t;y,s) =S# {urEn¡nu(E#) (n>0) (6.34)

"#f 
t",riy,s) = I (^r)4 Iru'Ets.# (E)s# (E2,Er)vvrefl.vav tel)

I-

* !e# (E))2vovßu{e{lvovßureltr (6.3s)
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g 6. 3 Time-Dependent W-K

Evidently the formulæ (6.2I) - (6"25) and (6.3I) -
(6.35) (for the case A = 0) are built from the same

differential operators g* (Ei, Ej)Di.D. encountered in
Section I.2. In fact, simple modifications of the deriva-
tion given there show that the W-K expansions of at1 three

propagators (in the A = 0, u(x,t) case) are given by simple

connected graph expansions quite paralle1 to those of
Chapter 1.

It is the purpose of the present brief section to
outline this derivation. The required modifj-cations of
the arguments in Section I.2 only occur at the beginning,

and these will be given here.

Consider the time-dependent Hamiltonian llttl = H0 o ûtt).
In this case, the time evolution operator Û(t,s) is not

given by the unitary family exp[-i^tH(t)/fi]. Nevertheless,

it satisfies the Schrödinger equation

io # ú (t, =) = ri ttlÛ (r, s)

subject to initial condition

Û(s,s) = Î "
(6.36)
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For the free evolution operator, use the notation

UO (t, s) = expt-i^tH'/hl

Now let s < r < t and note that

.lih å tuo(t,r)u(t,s)l = uo(t,t)t-Ho + H(t)lu(t,s)

U0 (t, r )V (t )U (t, s)

Integrate over r € (s,t), and note that (6.36) holds for

both U and Ur.,, to obtain the integral eguation for U:
U

L

ú (t, =) = úo (t, s) . + i u, uo tt,.)û (t)ú (r, s)
S

Iterating this yields the series

ø-ttrrn'I
ú(t,=) = úo(t,s) + (ih)-n / d.r I drz / d..,

N=.LSSS

,. .-t 
(r-r1 I 

"O/hu {., ) " 
i ( tr-t 

')rO/nû (r r)

-; I -
,. .-t 

(trr-r-trr)"0/ha? 
{rrr)" 

i (tn-s)Holñ 
rc.37)

tlake the change of variable= tj = t-Ej^t for j = I - n

and (6.37 ) becomes

@

ú(t,") = tî+ r r**!l
r ¿¡¡n=I

iq
xe

" i u'r{"-t'rot"oÆû (r-Er^r)

tltHo/hl I )-L " Jx...'t"ituo(r,s) (6.38)
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This is the generalization of (1.13a) twith fi, = íLt/fr1

to the case of a time-dependent potential. If the.ol...ltt
Dirac matrix element of (6.38) is taken, one can proceed

as in Section 1.2 to find the factorization

.xlú(r,s) lk> = uô(x,k;^r)Få(x,r;k,s) ,

where F$ has a graphical representation given by (f.20) and

(1.21) twith ) = I, B = i¡t/Tt and spacetime path E*1.

If the <x1... lyt element of (6.38) is taken, one can

proceed as in IFOW 82] with analogous results (see also

Section 7.1) .

Finally if it is desired to study .plÛ(t,s) lyr, one

can use the relationship

.plu(t,s¡ ly> - <ylûtt,s)+lp,

=.ylú(s,t)lp> ,

coupled with the previous results for F$. Alternatively,
the change of variables rj = s+E.At in (6.37) yields

ú(t,=) = úo(t,s)ri + ;- t*å1" ^l " " I- n=I ¡¡¡ OaErr=. . - s!r=I

f iEr^r.Hc,/h ieratHo,/ñ1 
.{"}r ."1" r ' v(s+Ernr)e r " i". tJ
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The .p I . . . I yt Dirac matrix element of this is con-

veniently analyzed by the methods of Section I "2 " The

result is the evident modification of (L.26) .

96.4 Conclusions of Part ff
It is worthwhile to summarize what has been achieved

in Part II. A number of points are to be made.

(I) ft has been found that the mutual consistency and

structurar connection between the higher-order wKB and the

higher-order W-K expansion is realized by a large-mass

expansion. This expansion is the joint result of a large

mass expansion of the relevant classical path and the

transport recurrence identities for the WKB correction terms.

These ideas were demonstrated by discussing in detail
the time evolution kernel for an N-body system interacting
with an external electromagnetic field, and also the mixed

representation propagators when no vector potential is
present. ft is seen that the geometrical origin of the

lj-near path averages (cf . (6.9 , 10, 13 ) etc. ) , ubiquitous

in earlier treatments of the W-K expansion IFOW 82, BR 85],

lies in the m + @ expansion of the classical path q about

the linear (infinite mass) trajectory p0" Further, the

weight factors g(Eirtj) in these formulae are a conseguence

of the two-point boundary conditions supplementing Newton's

equation for q,
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(2) The generalized w-K expansions (6"1), (6"3) and

(6"26) are essentially a new kind of approximation for the

propagators of a system with time-dependent Hamiltonian,

dif f erent f rom the I,üKB approximation. The formulae computed

in the last three sections determine these W-K approximations

up to order m-2. While the asymptoticity of these series

has not been proved here, this has been done in [Osb 84 ]

for the time evolution kernel with static scalar interactions.

In principle, this large mass (or W-X) expansion of the

propagator might well be expected to have certain practical

advantages over the VüKB approximation. For; the latter in

general requires calcul-ation of the classical path q (or
+g*, qn) of the N-body system. For N > 3 this is certainly

a very difficult problem in practice. This complexity is

reflected in the fact that the higher-order WKB correction

terms A _ all involve an infinite number of different powers
n

of m * (cf. (e .7)).

In contrast to this, the W-K approximation requires no

classical paths (on1y the simple linear paths E, E* , t# are

used). Also, the higher-order W-K correction= 
"p 

only

invol,ve a finite number of powers of h (cf . (6.8) ).
(3) The structural connection described under (1)

provides a new way of deriving the W-K expansion. In parti-

cular for <xlútt,s) lyt it extends prior results in the
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literature so as to incorporate time-dependent vector and

scalar potentials.

When there is no vector potential, it was found in

Section 6.3 that all three propagators have a W-K expansion

which is entirely solvable in terms of connected graphs.

Hence the coefficients up to an arbitrary por^¡er of m-I are

determined.

Needless to sây, such graphical representations give a

complete representation of the propagator (formally),

whereas the other methods of Part If have only shown how to

calculate the coefficients up to some order in m-1.

However, in the study of .*lÛ(t,s)ly> when A I O, no

comparable graphical expansion is yet knownr so the methods

of Part II then become a systematic and useful computational

tool. The derivation of a graphical representation for this

case should be a good topic for further research.
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CHAPTER 7

Crapil Com¡inatorl ions of tne Hamit

57"0 Introduction to part III

In this chapter, a combinatorial method is used to
construct sorutions of the classical Hamilton-Jacobi

equation for systems of finitely many particres interacting
via a certain cl-ass of time-dependent scarar potentials.
rf x,p and t are the position, momentum and time variabres
for N point particles of mass m, then Hamiltonians

H: R2d+1 -+ R of the form

H(xrp,t) = + u (xrt) (7.1)

are considered. rt is assumed that u (x,t) is C- in (x,t),
is bounded, and has x-derivatives of controlled growth

with respect to the order of the derivative. rt wirl be

shown that the Hamilton-Jacobi eguation (5.6) associated

with (7.1) has two complete integrals, denoted S(xrt;y,s)
and T (x, t; u, s ) . SimilarJ-y, the backward Hamilton-Jacobi

equation (5.47) , arso associated with (7.r), wiJ-r be shown

to have (in addition to s) a complete integral R(v,t;y,s) .

The functions S, T and R are analytic functions of
inverse *u"" *-l in a punctured disc about the origin,
and the coefficients of their Laurent expansions may be

expressed in terms of gradient structures associated with
tree graphs. The series defining S, T or R converges

12
2;P
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absolutely, and uniformJ_y for (x,y) , (x,u) or
respectively, for time dispJ_acements lt-"1
where K and U are bounds associated with the

derivatives of the potentiaJ-.

(v,y) . R.2d

-ì L
2K - (m/efJ)2,

space

In Chapter 8, Jacobi,s theorems will be used to
anaryze some of the dynamicar implications of these complete

integrars. rn particular, it wirl be seen that S is the
classical action (5.9) (i.e., Hamilton's principal function) ,

and hence describes motion from space-time configuration
(y,s) to (x,t). simitarly R describes motion starting from

(y's) and having finar velocity v; and T describes motion

with initial velocity u ending at (x,t).
Section 7.I builds up the precise definitions of R, S

and T and gives some of their analyticar properties. tn
section 7.2 it is proved that these functions are comprete

integrars of the appropriate Hamilton-Jacobi equation.

The remainder of the present section gives the

heuristic insight and motivation for the explicit construc-
tions which begin in Section 7.I. OnIy the exampÌe of
action s wirl be considered here; the corresponding arguments

for R and T are automatic (given those for S).

As was shown in Section 6.3, a complete graphical W-K

expansion of the time evolution kerner may be derived using

methods similar to those in chapter !, in the case of zero
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vector potential A. The result of such an analysis is

basically that equations (1.I) and Q.2) hold, witn
g = i(t-s),/lî, q = n2/2m and where now I denotes the

generalized space-time linear path defined in (4.15) 
"

The differential operator= Oj are still given by (1.4),

with the understanding that Vu is the gradient with respect

to only the vector (spatial) argument of u.

In other words, the following formal results are

at hand,

. x lÚ (t, s) ly' = UO (x,y; ¡t)Fe (x,t;y, s)
(7 .2)

ð,/2 r- t ,2¡ ITI ì*'- l-I nlx-Vl , I= (Z#^rJ ""PtÉ 
'ä * los F" (x, t; Y' = ) Ì

The subscript e on F. indicates the "evolution" problem.

Making the above-mentioned modifications in (1.2) shows

this function is given by

1os F. (x, t; y, s ) = 
,,!, B, *!o å (s) n+k+r ,*' **' / a'E

IN
(7.3)

x rr (!...)-1 r¡..)uij (c )k i u(È )

lsicj<n l-l l-l n p=l- -P

Now compare this representation of the propagator with

the wKB approximation (5.4), (5.5) in which Á is classical
action (by (5.13)). If these two results are to be con-

sistent, then the coefficient of (ifi)-1 in the exponential
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of (7 "2) should be precisely -S (x,tiy,

one to find the coefficient of (iñ) -1

power of iñ in (7 " 3 ) is

The definition (I.7 ) of r shows r > n-1, sinc e n-l is the

minimum number of links needed to form a connected graph

on n vertices, and ulj > I for such links. AIso, k > 0

implies k+r-n > -1, and this minimum value -1 is attained

if and only if both k = 0 and r = n-I.
It follows therefore, that the desired part of log F.

is obtained by (i) setting k = 0, (ii) summing only over

the minimally connected graphs in (7.3) (these are just

the tree graphs), and (iii) setting Uij = I (or 0) according

as vertices i and j are (or are not) linked in a given tree

graph (the condition r = n-l prevents Ulj > 2).

Hence, the consistency argument given above leads to

the foll-owing conjectured forrnula for the classical action:
æ

I (- ) 
t-1oa2n-1

----. - n-T-nl mn=r ån ltrees

* ld'€ n f-- i utã-)
¡ 

- 
lsicj<n r-l P=I 

'-P'

S(xrtiyrs) l*-vl2m
= 2LL

s). Now

in loq F

(7.3 ) allows

" The

(7.4)

In this way Èhe heuristic considerations of Parts I
and If yield a candidate solution (7.4) to the Hamil-ton-
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Jacobi equation, which wilr be analyzed in the next section.
That a graphical expansion of the sorution to the Hamirton-

Jacobi equation shourd exist has been noted by [Mar 79) and

[Vor 7 6).

The assumption of a common mass m for all particles is
made purely for notational convenience. The general kinetic
energy operator for an N-body system with distinct masses

*i, i e I - N, can always be brought into the Hamiltonian

form (7.1-) by a scale transformation of the particle
coordinates.

57.r Definitions and Elementary Properties of the sorutions

The first step will be to characterize the class of
potentials u to be employed. The following notation will
be used. DJ denotes the positive, and F,t the non-negative

rìintegers. If c = (a1, ..,cd) e tü" is a multi-index (with

length l"l = t!=r_ cr), and if s" e w

(vo alu) (x,r) = oi ,*, n 
u (x,t)

= (tr) t 'rÈ' '#'u 
u(x't) '

Thus the symbol Va now has a different meaning than in

Part II because now a . wd, not ilr...rdÌ. However, the

symbols v. (or a - ¡ will still be used to denote differen*' ) l'
tiation with respect to the jth ,re.tor (or scalar) argument,

for functions having more than one such argument.
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(i)

(ii

Definition I" A potential energy

is said to be in the class q.t

u € c-(nd*r),
) u is bounded,

ll " ll = sup{ lv (x,t) 
|

(x,t) . Rd*I) . @ ì

(iii) There exist finite positive constants U, B

function u: od+I -+ R

if

and K

lefW

(7.s)

vector space. It is not hard to

e lR is f ixed, then u (.,t) is a

. Throughout the remainder of

u . 1À , and this hypothesis wil-I

(depending on v) such that whenever o . rwd,

and l"l+t > 0 one has

llo"a 
tu ll s u Bs (K/,Æ-) la I

The class 1I i-s a real
verify that if u e tI and t
real-analytic function on R.d

Part Iff it is assumed that
not always be written out.

The next step will be to introduce a simpter formula

for the tree graphical sum of the dt6 integrals in (7.4) .

rn order to do so it is herpful to review the notation
used to describe tree graphs. A labeled tree T on n e 0ì

vertices is the ordered pair T = (V(T),8(T)). V(T) is the

vertex set of T, and consists of n distinct natural numbers,

the vertex labels. E(T) is the edge set of T, and consists
of n-I unordered pairs of distinct elements of v (T) , unless

tl = l where E(T) - ø" Each element i e V(T) must appear in
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at least one pair in e (f )" The elements of E (T) are

called links. A tree graph is connected.

Consider for example the following tree on 3 vertices,
f = ( {1,2,3}, {' {L,2}, {2,3} }) " This tree was encountered

in Section I.1, and is identified with the diagramme

For a fixed vertex set V, the symbol gV will denote

the set of all labeled trees on V. According to Cayley's

theorem twil 75) if V has n el-ements there .r" rrt-2 trees

in 17V. If f: JV * A, where A is a vector space, then

the notation

r f (r)
Te0V

means to sum over all trees in AV.

rf B e E(T), then the notation ß - {iß'jBi(iB,jB e v(T))
will be understood consistently to imply iU . jß. For

example, if i = ig and j = jß in the formula (I.3) for Orj,
it is helpfuJ- to think of Olj as a function of the link ß.

Specifically,

bß= g(Eig,E)B,otu"oju (7.6)

Similarly define bË and U[ with S replaced by g* and g#.

As usual Di is the spatiaÌ gradient which acts on the

potential u whose argument contains the index i.
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Vertex sets which consist of the first n natural

numbers are most often encountered, so it is convenient

to introduce the abbreviations

V_ = 1 - n = {1r.".rn}n

Recall the linear path definitions (4.15, 29 ' 35).

Definition 2. For n € &ì1, define function= ur,, afi, "fi 
(each

mapping (nd*I)2 * R.) by the following "tree sum"

formulae:

ar(x,t;y,s) = ldE vtã) (7.7)

n
ar., (x,t; y, s) = / dtE _ ^r__ t _n._. b*l n, u {ão) ,

In T elVr., ß eE (T ) ' p=l Y

n > 2 (7.8)

af (x,t;u,s) = ldE u(E*) 0.9)

n
afi (x'tiu' s) = I 

u"' 
r.Jvr, 

t 
u."n,r) 

oä' 
nlr- 

u (Ef,) 
'

n > 2 (7"10)

and ult",t;y,s) by (7.9,10) with * * #.

The following examples will be helpful in understanding

Èhese formulae. For n = 1, (7.7') is a special case of (7.8)

if the empÈy product is taken to be unity.
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For n = 2, there is one tree T on two vertices. It
is T = (Vr, { {1,2 } } ) and may be identif ied with¿

Hence,

11
ar(x,t;y,s) = { 

urr- lo utz s(EL,E2) (vu) (õr). (vv) (E)

For n = 3, there are three different trees; each

associated with a different diagramme, i.e.,

The tree T, contributes a term in the I, of

l^utE g(E1,E)s(E2,E ) (o, "D2) @z'Dr) u (ãrlv tãrl, tãrl
IJ

A change of labels in fact shows that the contributions of

Tl, \Z and T3 to a, (x,t;yrs) are identical" So the value of

"3 is 3 times the above integral.
For n 2 4, the various trees in Jt' are not mutually

isomorphic and so a complete reduction of the sum to a single

multiple integral will not occur. It should be evident

now how arr, afi and .$ "r" determined. The next Lemma

summarizes some of their useful analytical properties.
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Lemma I. (a) For each n € E{,

â- r aI, "1 e c- (R2 (d+1) ) ,nnn

and for n 2 2,

la,.l, luå1, lr*l = r,t-2 un *2(n-1) (7.1r)

Furthermore, if n e ô{; s, ß . t,lni lrm e Erl then

(b) for lo+el+s+m > O,

toiojafalu,, I

. r,t-2 Un x2(n-1) ,,lo*Bl+l+m BÎ'+m ß/ñ)1"+gl , e.:-2)

(c) for lo+el ¡ 0,

¡ vivj"fi 
I

= r,.-2 un *2(n-t) ,., lo+ßl lat¡lel ß//d)1"+sl , (7.13)

¡ vivj"fl 
I

= r,r-2 ur x2(n-1) ,., la+ßl lnt¡l"l ß/ñ)lo+ßl , e.r4)

where at = t-s.

(d) for lcl+r+m ¡ 0,



oT ,i a|"fi 
I

. ,,r-2 Ur *2 (n-1) 
,., l" l+l+m (B+K ¡, lrlÆ-) 

r+m rx/,Æl | "l
(7"15)

oå ,í'i.l 
I

= ,,t-2 ut x2 
(t'-1 ) ,, I * l+ l+m (e+x 

I u 1r/Æ) 
L+^ g/ñl I "l

where l"lr = r3=, l":l
Proof: These results are evident consequences of the tree
sum definition 1, and the requirement u . oì.1 . For example,

(a) results from Cayley's theorem and the fact that 2(n-1)

gradients occur in ng."(r) bg for T . ? Vr.

In (b) ' (c) and (d) the passing of differentiation
through the / a"6 may be justified by Theorem 8.3 of

[car 77]. rn
&

It is now possible

the tree graphical sums

Definition 3. (i) For

(where e is the

ceRdefinethe
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to state the desired formulae for
in (7 .4) .

a given u e 1.À and mass m > 0, put

tH =
(m,/eu l\ /x ,

base of the natural logarithm) and

time segment

if

(7.r6)

O. = (c-TH, c*T") "
(7 .r7 )
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(ii) For fixed s € R, define Õ = ô(",,i"rs) and

{* = o* (.,.i.rs), each mapping nd * e= r Rd -¡ R, by the

ser ie s

@ r_ r n-1 
^*2n-1ö(x,t;y,s) = :-¿-=:l- an(x,tiy,s) (7.18)

n=l n! m" r

and

0*.(x,r;u,s) = ; ,-,"-t *!1"-t al(x,t,u,s) (7.19)
n=I n! m" - ¡r

(iii) For fixed t e R. define Þ# = o#(.,ti.,.):
R2d"et-+Rby

o# (v,t; y, s) = ;. ,-,"]t 1:;" "fi r.,r,r; 
y, s) ( 7 .20)

n=I nI m

These three functions are welI-defined by the following

Lemmas which summarize their convergence properties.

Lemma 2. Let u .1I and s e tR.

(a) For each fixed t . Q=, series (7.18) converges absolutely,

and uniformly for (x,y) . R2d. rf t is restricted to a

compact subset of e= the convergence is also uniform in t.

(b) For fixed xrt;y in the domain of o, series (7.18)

defines an analytic function.of the inverse mass in the

complex disc l*-11 . (eu K2 ¡t2)-1.

(c) In the static case (â v = 0) coefficients an are

independent of L, and so for fixed Xry € Rd and m > O
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series (7.18) defines an analytic function of time

displacement in the complex disc I ¡t I . TH.

(d) ö e c-(nd ' Q" " Rd) and if a,B . 6'ld, 1, e Fr] then

oioåaf o tx,riy, s)

@ .n-1
= x (- )" *= r9l st o.2n-I oioS a,., (x, r; y, s ) I 0 .2l-)

n=r n! *t-1 'dt'

Series (7.2I) has the same properties (a,b,c) above as

does series (7.18).

The next Lemma is only stated for 0o, although

analogous results hold for o#.

Lemma 3- Let u.1,1 and s € R.

(a) For each fixed t . Q", series (7.19) converges abso-

tutely and uniformty for (x,u) . R.2d. rf t is restricted

to a compact subset of O= the convergence is also uniform

in t.

(b) For fixed x,t;u in the domain of éo, series (7.19)

defines an analytic function of m-r in the comprex disc

f*-1 | <(euKz ¡t2)-r (i.22)

(c) Function o* . C-(Rd t 0= " Rd) and for aII o, ß . Wd,

f, e l!{ and (x,t,u) . Rd t o= t Rd,

oioå rit* t*,t;uo s)

= ;- + r#l n, o.2n-t oîoå afi (x,r;u, s) I e .23)
n=I n! m
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This series converges absolutely, and uniformly for x . lRd,

u in compact subsets of Rd, and t in compact subsets of 0s.

If | = 0 the convergence is uniform for u . Rd.

(d) Series (7 .23 ) shares property (b) above "

Proofs: Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 are simple consequences of

Lemma 1, the comparison, Weierstrass and ratio tests

llutar 731, and Theorem 8.3 of [Car 77] (with u = counting

measure on N) .

Candidate solutions to the Hamilton-Jacobi equations

may now be defined on the basis of equation (7 "4) .

Definition 4 "

(i) If c € lR, define the following segments

a; = (c-T",c) , n: = (c,c+T") (7.24)

(ii) Fix s e R, and define S = S(", "i "rs) and T = T(", "i ",s),

each mapping nd * A: " Rd -' fRr by the formulae:s

s(x,tiy,sl = 2ft. l*-vl2 - ö(x,tiy,s) , (7.25)

T(x,t;u,s) = m(u.x - + lr.rl2l o* (x,t;u,s) (7.26)

(iii) Fix t € Rr and define R = R(,,ti.,.)z R2d ' nl * R.

by the formula:

&

R(v,t;y,s) = m(-v"y - + lnl2l o# (v,t;y,s) (7.27)
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The first terms in (7"25) and (7 "26) solve the free
Hamilton-Jacobi eguation, while that in (7 "27 ) solves the

free backward Hamilton-Jacobi eguation.

97.2 The Complete Integrals
The purpose of this section is to establish that the

functions s, T and R introduced in Definition 4 are indeed

sol-utions of the appropriate Hamilton-Jacobi eguation, and

moreover, are solutions of a particularly important

kind: the complete Íntegral. since these results are nover,

the proofs in this section will be given in some detail.
Begin by making precise the notion of complete integral.

Let the Hamiltonian H: R2d+1 + R be given by (7.1) with
u e 1l . The associated Hamilton-Jacobi equations are

# Å (q,.) + H(q,vnå (ø,t),t) = o (H-J )

and

#J(q,t) H(q,-onÁ(q,t),r) =0, (BH-J)

¡
where q e fR" and r € R." These are sometimes called the

"forward" and "backward" equations, respectiveJ-y.

Definition 5. Let G . p2d+1 be a region (a non-empty

connected open set), and suppose f : G -+ R. Then Å
will be called a complete integral of (H-J) [or (BH-J) ]

if Å g,rre)
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(i) depends on d independent parameters e = (oÌr...,ed)
tying in some region GO S Rd;

(ii) is c2(c);

(iii ) is a solution of (H-J) [or (BH-J) ] .

Property (i) distinguishes a complete integral from solutions
in general. Property (iii) means that (H-J) [or (BH-J)]

holds for all (q,r,Q) e G.

The appropriate interpretation of these variables for
the three cases at hand is as follows:

for S(xrtiyrs) , e,rie = xrtiy (s fixed) ,

for T (xrt;u, s) ¡ g,ttie = xrt;u (s f ixed) ,

for R(v,t;y,s) , errie = y,siv (t fixed) .

The main result of part IfI may now be given. The

rest of this chapter will be devoted to its proof.

Theorem 1. Let S, T and R be given by definition 4. Then

(a) S and T are complete integrals of (H-J),

(b) R is a complete integral of (eH-.]) , [and so is
(y,s;x) r..+ S(x,t;y,s), on Rd x CI; * Rd, with t fixedl.

Proof : OnJ-y the proof of (a) will be given, since that of
(b) uses all the same techniques. Begin with the case of S.

clearly (i) of definition 5 holds with region

G = Rd ' a: * Rd, e = y and Ge = od. (ii) holds by (7.2s)

and Lemma 2 (d) " To verify (iii), substitute S into the
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1.h"s" of (H-J) " Direct calculation yields

a

At S(x,t;y,s) + H(x,v*S(x,Lìy,s),t)
(7.28)

=- a .- 1 (x-y) .v*Õ.rTlo*rl'+u(x,r) .at 
^t

Lemma 2 makes it permissible to substitute series (7.18)

for O, differentiate term-by-term, and to evaluate

lo**l2by th. Cauchy product. Collecting conmon povrers of
*-1, the coeff icient of (-)nt tt2/mJn-'/nt is seen to be

t (2n-1) + at $ + (x-y) . v* Jar, (x, r; y, s)

u( I n-f 
t-a -)(x.t:v 

(7'29)
x't)or,r * å *jr- tll tvra*'vran-k) (x't;v,s)

where the sum is taken to be zero if n = l. The object of
the proof is now to show that coefficients (7.29) vanish

identically, hence the r.h.s. of (7"28) will be zero, and

the proof for S will- be complete.

In order to accomplish this, the following Lemma

wil-l be used.

Lemma 4. Suppose the tree sums {arr}l=1 satisfy the

following recursive integral identity,

[n = t] ar(x,t;y,s) = 
{ 

dE utE)

rn > z) a,, (x, r; y, s) = à ;:l (l) 
{ 

u, ,2n-2

' (vlak'vIan_k) (È; y, s)

(7.30)
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(7.29 ) vanishes identically, for each

Proof: Suppose for example that n

Then coefficient

n e [,I.

applies if n = 1) " Replace (x,t) by

where À e I, and multiply by 
^2n-1.

. 2n-l ,:
^ 

ar,(^iYrS)

2 (^ similar argument

Î'thro,rghout (7.30),

Thus

I
2

1
= 2

n
r (:)

J<K=L

n

¡.jr 
(i)

I
I

À

I
0

dE 
^2n-1 

,2n-2 (vt.L.vlar,-k) ( (rE)-;y,s)

dv ,2n-2 (vra*'vran-k) (i; y, s) ,

where the change of variables y = ÀE was made. Now differen-

tiate with respect to ¡,, and then set | = I. This gives

(2n-1)arr(x,t;y,s) + v'-r,(x,t;y,s) " (*-y) * â 1.r,(x,t;y,s)¡t

IN= - ä *1, tll 
(vra*'vran-k) (x'tiY's) 

'

which shows (7.29) vanishes (for n > 2).

To complete the proof for S it suffices, therefore,

to show that the tree sums { arr}i=1 satisfy (7.30). this

will be the content of Proposition I below. In order to

prepare for this, one requires Lemma 5, and also the

following additions to the notations for trees and their

combinatoric s .
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For a given k € Êil, let J* be a k-element vertex set

chosen from the set {I,2,.. r rn+l} = Vn+I . There are

t"Ït l different possibte such choices and the sum over

all these possibilities is denoted by I¡ . AIso, given
k

Jf the associated compJ-ement will be taken as

J; = {I,2,...,n+1} \ Jt

Suppose ß is some element of the edge set for a given

tree (v(T),E(T)). If B is removed from the edge set E(T)

the tree is broken into two disjoint subtree= tf, Tt

satisfying

v(r)=voi) uv{tj), E(r) =¡(rf)uE(r5) u{ßi,
o ,d jB € v(r|)ie e V(ri) an

Finally let 3' indicate the set of all labeled trees

formed over f inite subsets of &'J.

Lemma 5. (Tree Grafting) ¡,et n € hü, and A be a vector

space. Suppose trll2 " b{2 + À' is a function symmetric in

its first two and last two arguments

f (T'rT"; trm) = f (T" rTr;.Q,rm) = f (T'rT";mr [) i

i"e., f is a function of an unordered pair of trees and

an unordered pair of vertex Iabels. Then
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1:5 I I I I r I f(TI ,Trir,e)'k=l Jk TteyJ* TzeJJlreJ* q.J; 
r. ¿

= 
rurrÏ,.,*, e.Ètrl rttf ,rltie,je) (7.3r)

Proof: We show that (i) sums of pairs of terms on the left-
hand side occur as a single term on the right-hand side,
and conversely, (ii) every term on the right side occurs

as a pair of terms on the left-hand side"

(i) On the left-hand side fix an arbitrary term in
the sum:

k - L e Vr, , Jr", TI = TT e'XJn, T2 = Tå eAlf,

r = r* , Jl", g = q* . J;

However, when k = n*l-lr there wil_I exist a partner to
this term for which Jr,+l_ n = tT" and

T1 = t5 . ? Jn+I-s = X J"r' T2 = Tî . ? Ji+r_¿ = a Jp,

r = q* . "r*1-r, 
q - r:t . Jl*r-r.

Note these partners are always different terms in the

left-hand sum. rf L l n+L-l., then they arise from different
n

terms in the t sum. whereas if | = (n+r)/2, then because
k=1

Tt and T, are trees on disjoint vertex sets (JsrJ;), the
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sum I-,k
The sum of t.he
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complementary choices of t.heJ¡. in

two partner terms is:

I r tri ,r)ir* ,e*) + !re5,rf ;e*,r*) = f (ri ,1); r* '9*)

by the sYmmetry of f. Now Tf and T) are two disjoint trees
which can be grafted together by the rink g = {r*re*} because

r* . Js = V(T!) and q* . 
"; = V(Tj). That is, one can

defineatreeTby

v(T) =v(Tf) uv(r|) =Jt" rJ;=vn+l_ ,

E(T) = E(rl) u E(rä) u {{r*,e*}},

so that r t ? vrr+t and B e E(T). Appealing to the slzmmetry

of f in the event r* > q*, one finds that sum f(Tî,Tj;r*,g*)
of the left-hand side partner terms wirr occur on the right-
hand side of (7.3I ) .

(ii) Let r . ? vrr+r and ß e E(T) be given on the right
side of (7.3I) witfr rf and rj tfre disjoinr rrees def ined by

removing link B. Since aIl possible disjoint vertex sets,
trees on them and vertex laber pairs between them are summed

over on the left-hand side of (7.31) there will exist a terrn

where

k - (cardinality of .Vr,, Jk = vtrf) and J; = V(T|)

rI=Ti,Tz

v (rf ))

- -ßt2 t reÊ,eeB\{r},
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and as in (i) this term wiII have a partner " A

In the case where A = R and f - 1 (the unit constant

function) then (7.31) is a known result (cf . twil 751 srO) .

Proposition 1. The functions â-, (nd*I)2 * R, defined byn
(7 .7 ) (7. 8 ) satisfy the recurrence relation (7 .30) for
all n > 1.

Proof: fnduction is used to implement the proof. The

definition of .r shows the recurrence relation is valid
for ¡1 = 1. Now assume that (7.30) is valid for all âm,

1 < m s rrr where .* is defined by the tree sums (7.7) and

(7.8). Let l,nl be the integral
n

w =*jr- + t"lt, {ut Ezn(vr.k'vlan+I-k) (ã;v,=) o-32)

We must show

ral = J ¿t*Iq x il b^ "Tt u(ã-.) , (7.33)
,n+I T.W'*I ße E (T) o n=r_ P

or equivalently we must show that W is a tree sum over the

vertex ""t Vrr*I. Using (7"7) (7.8) for m < n gives

n-f
!{=; +t"J1l lar.e2"l, lakE r n b^k=l ¿ K' î LÈ;n-'r.rv¡ e.E'(t) -ß

kl
II v (y+t^ (Ë-V) , s+E E^at ) |p=lYYJ

r

"lo= / at*t-*, r r b^, x

L Ë ,n+l-k T'.TVrr+l-_k BueE(T') þ
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Here E = y+E(*-y) denotes the vector part of ã = (Ê,s+Eat).

For potentiaJ.s in the class îl one can differentiate with
respect to Ê insiae the integrals. The v-+ may then act
on any of the factors u. Relabel the integration variabres
tp, in the second t I factor above tl -+ Ek*I t.. o,6n+1_k -+ En+I,
then the two multipJ-e integrars may be written as one giving

n -rr,rr= r *r"itl laEEzn / ar*IEk=l¿Kirí+r

The notation for the argument of the potential is the usual
abbreviation t€Epl- = (V+6en(*-y) ,s*EtpAt), and the symbol

k+1^n+1 denotes the vertex set { k+l-, . . . ,n+l } . The overalr
factor ,"it, may be absorbed by summing over arr distinct
k-erement vertex sets J* which may be chosen from vn+r r so

n-l
n= ; *ldE Ezn / at*tE , r r n bk=I ' I ,n+1 J* TeTJ* T, e?J[ Be E (T ) ß

' {r.oîo r'.Jkå-n+1 ßuer(r) 
bß 

ß,.8r(r') 
bB'

¡ k n+l .,, n+I \* l.l, n=Ì*r 
t'6q o''onj plr v(tEEer-)l '

n+1
x JI bo,

B'eE(T') Þ' reJ* q.J; 
'r-q r q 

n=f
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Next remove arl the I dependence in the potentials by

the change of variable= Ep * Ep/E (p. Vn+l). Each factor
g in a ba will contribute one multipricative factor of E-lÞ

due to this change of variables. The altered integration
region becomes

I
I
0

dE / at*rE =

I o, q ]n*1

= max{tlr...rErr*1 }.

I
,n+1

/ at*rE
,n+1

Thus W may be written

dE E I
il eJJ[

6;, ( t'u, / E-r ) Di 
u,

1

lae
M

where M

l¡J = -2a'*rEi i\y
-1-T

n

ße E (T)

n
T

k=1

r

"l
t

II
Jk Tel.f*

Itr
eJ Le'eE(r')

I
u {e n)} t

D.l

+I
n
-ì-I

.Dl
I e'J

eite'u/E-t,oru

X T 
' 

E E D .D 
N

reJ,- --.c 
'r'q r I pK q€Jk

where ,U' (E;) is the smal-lest (greatest) vatue of the pair
E, , E,tB JB 

ÀL-L rL- i , ¡r- lobserve thar the inregrana { / ae .. } is symmetric under

the pair exchange I <--+ m of any two labels [,ln € Vn+l. To

see this notice that M and the product of the u's have this
property. Next consider any fixed term J* in t"*" If
9,ITl . Jk (or LrÍt. J;) then 0 <--+ m at most exchanges the
identification of two trees in ?"* (or v"r[1. But arl
trees in ?"* (or Jti.) are summed overr so the sum is
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invariant under the exchange [ <-+ m. Arternately if 9.

and m . 
";, 

then g <-+ m just interchanges two terrns in
t"* sum' i"e", Jk <-+ (J*ri s1¡ u {m} and .r[ +.-+ (t[f 1r¡1¡

since the integrand is permutation invariant the
integral may be ordered:

eJ-
i<

the

u'{.s.}.

/ dt*l E = (n+r )

,n+1

With this ordering

! I / at*18 = (n+1)
0< t1

implemented, note that

Þ

1!l

ll n 1,. Dr) ""'j L'.J'(r') '"'ltttq 
""Dq 

'

-n+IdE

M=È 5n+l '
È=atß ti^ t

ap

=f
J3

Thus

1-l
þi= (n+1),{u"*tt j d6

6n+1
TTI

T.TJ* T' eJJ[ t e Jk

_-2r 2q1L
(k=1

.D ll ,I

'eJ L"€E (r' )

-1

'4
"l II E.
ls.e{r) 

-as

' rrEq or"onÌ

Ei (E.i /E-7)Dí
0 -0 0.

t

q €Jk

ID. I:ol
( E* / E-r)o,

J n I^
P}J

n+l-
n v(È )

P=I 'P

iI
E(

ts

To the terms in {.
be the vector space of

r
f = f (lrt,;rrq) = I

Le.

where the sguare bracke

. . ], apply Lemma 5 with A chosen to
differential operators and f to be

are those given immediately above.
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This f has alr the required properties for Lemma 5 (note

the D. fs commute). Thus, after some rearrangement W may

be written

I
lrr = (n+1) ' i u"*t' 

,."i.*., t-'t ['.J,r) Eiooio"r,]]l u tãn)
n+1

(7 "34)x r ti {i d6 E-2 r (r-8. /E)\'."'"'ßeE(t) 'ß tE.r+r yeE(T)\{B¡ J\ )

The I integrar is now elementary and straightforward carcu-
lation shows the curly bracket term becomes

n-I
{...} = r (-1)u ,--(u+1) 1) ,(u) t- ...t.

u=0 u+i- tÇn+I 
qcE (T) \{ß} lc (1) 'ls 

(u)

The sum ,(u) and notation c reguire explanation. First
of all, when u = O, r(0)= t. Otherwise, q = {q(1),...,o(u)}
ç E(t)\{ß} denotes a set of u distinct elements

a (i) e E (T)\ {ß} and the t (u) specifies a sum over aII
possible distinct sets a of this type.

Performing the summation and a few simple manipul_ations

gives

n-1r E* {...i = r- (E;iT.l)-r)(-1)u ,(l*t)r. ...r_,
ße E (T) J g u=0 n+r o.e (r) -lo (I) - jo 1¡+t)

= 
ß.J(r) 

(t-Eje) 
ß.¡r(r) 

(1-s)u/En+l 
"
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As B runs

jß = n*1r

(7 "34 ) one

W = (n+1) ! I n+l
.D. I Ir

'ol o=t

through E (T) there

so the last product

sees that it takes

l_r
/at*tg r I n
< TeUVr.,*, loe E

is at least

vanishes.

the form

one link with

Returning to

(r) ttottjo 
'oto

u (6o)

Note that the differentiar operator in the square bracket
is b^. observing that the integrand is invariant undere

permutation of the label_s on EI, E 2, . .. , Er+l, remove the
order restriction and integrate over the n+I dimensional
unit cube to obtaj-n (7.33 ) as desired. a

This completes the proof of Theorem I (a) for the case

of s- Turn now to the proof for T. since the general

scheme is the same as in the proof just completed, not so

many details will be given.

Checking definition 5 for T, (i) holds with
G = Rd ,. e: " R.d, e = u and Ge = Rd. (ii) holds by (7.26)

and Lemma 3(c). To verify (iii) insert T into the l.h.s.
of (H-J); appealing to Lemma 3 one finds

â

at T(x,t;u,s) + H(xrV*T(xrt;urs),t) = ; 9: (Ot')t-t
n=l- n! ' m t

' {t(2n-1) +
^t r. V*Jafi (x,tiu, s)

n-l-

rjr 
(ll tvra¿'vruå-¡.) (x,t;u,

at$+

.lotrl u (x't)
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Again, the proof reduces to showing that the co-
efficient {.""} in (7.35) vanishes identically, for alI
n € &{, when af; are defined by tree sums (7.9) and (7"r0)"
The foll-owing Lemma is used to do this"

Lemma 6. The r"h.s. of (7.35) vanishes identicalty if the
tree sums tafiÌi=1 satisfy the recursive integral identity,

[n=I] aT(*,t;u,s) = I ae v(6*)
I

In > 2] "å(x,t;u,s)
, n-I
å-:, tll {ut '2n-2(vraf'vruå-¡.) 

(t*;u's)

t
ÀaI(À*;u,s) = [ ae À u((Er)t)

0

(7.36)

Proof: For variety, consider the n = I term (similar
arguments apply if n > 2). fn 0.36), replace t -+ s+ÀAt

and then replace x + x+(À-I)uAt, where I e f. This gives

af (x+ (À-1)uAt, s+ÀÂtiur s)

or upon multiplying by À,

change variables to y = Àt, differentiate with respect to À,

and set | = 1, to find that

= I dE u (x+ (À-1)u¡t + (E-1)uÀat, s*EÀ^t),
I

(ui + At Araf + Âtu.Vraf)(x,tiu,s) = u(x,t) . A
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It therefore suffices to show that (7 "36) holds, to
complete the intended proof of Theorem l_. This resurt
is given next.

Proposition 2. The function= .å, (nd*l)2 -¡ lR, defined by
(7 .9) (7.10) , satisf y the recurrence rel_ation (7 .36)
for all n > 1"

Proof: Again induction is used. Definition (7.g) shows

(7 .36 ) holds for n = I. If W* is the integral,
n

w* = *i, - + t"it' { ut Ezn (or"i'or"fi*r-k) (6*iu,s) , (7 '37)

then it must be proved that W* is the (n+I¡st tree sum:

n+1
w* = I un+16 r n b: n v(tl) (7.38)

,n+1 T.Wn+l ße E (T) o n=t 
-P

Substirutins (7 .9) and (7.I0 ) inro (7 .37 ) for iafi]l_, ,

differentiating with respect to the vector part of E* inside
the integrals, and removing t"itl in favour of a sum over
vertex sets J* yields

.nw*=_+; Iae Ezn / ar*rE, r r- k=l I ,n+I J* TeVJ* T, e"J[

x Ir bä n bä,f. r r r n*I
BeE(T) F B,eE(T,) 

-Þ'treJ,- 
-c 

ot'oqj 
plr 

u ( (tEp)*)
K qeJk
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Next change

g*(6,q') =

I
L ldE rr

BeE(T) M yefl(T)\{ß}

- 
t:1 r rl, l-Mn-u

u t' t
u=0 n'u

E- + E-/8. Since-p 'p'
arise from g* " Hence

T'
Te?J* r'e?.r[

tEl,/E-r)D.
Þ f^i

Þ

ion variables

ctors of E-I

fl ^E 
r'-1 rty Jk

I
"D. Il^' IÞ.1

.Dlln
e rel Lß'eE(r')
n+I \

pli u (Eå)l

il
Be E (

t
reJ.

K

I-n+l
(n+1)f J Un+18 r ïI D. .D- n u(tI)

. {,-," r 

t'ï".:ro'"'t'n 'o 

,, :..t,} .tt ß.E (T) En+l .reE (T)\{ ß} ry )

the integrat
(6r-1¡, no fa

.nw*=_+; / ar*rE- k=l ,n+I

teit e-r )Di
T) v

r D.Dlõrq)q.J;

Since the integrand {..
the integral may be ordered.

Lemma 5, a few manipulations

W*=

. ] is permutation invariant again,

Upon applying the tree grafting
lead to

(7.39)

rt remains to establish that the {. . . } factor in the
second line of (7"39) equals n (E_ -1), since this is

.¡eE (T) Jv

the product of g* (Ei ,Ei ) over the edge set E(T).
y 'v

Performing this integration, one finds (M = En+l)

(E-E- )
Jv

r , (u )

ße E (t) ccE (T) \ {ß}
-lt jo ,u,l

tjo
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n-1
= r (-)u(t-¡lt-u) ,(u) t. E.

u=0 oc6 (T) lo (1) -lo 
(u)

= n (1-E; ) - n (M-t_, ) (7-40)
yeE(T) Jy yeE(T) ry

= (-)n n (€+ -r)
.reE (T) 'y

since the second term in (7.40) vanishes, and E(T) has n

erements for T . ? vr,+r. This then gives the result desired
in (7 .39 ) and the proof is compreted as in proposition r. a&



CHAPTER 8

erUoreat Uecnanics

58.0 Introduetion

This chapter uses the tree-graph complete integrals
s, T and R to study some of the crassicar dynamicar pro-
perties of systems described by Hamiltonian (7.1). This
is done with the aid of Jacobi,s Theorems.

Arso the connection between these results and the
wKB analysis of chapter 5 is pointed out, indicating that
the comprete integrars are also rerevant to the corresponding
guantum-mechanical probrem, and its semiclassical limit.
This analysis is contained in the first two sections,
while the conclusions of Part III are collected in Section 8.3.

58.1 Jacobirs Theorems

The detailed behaviour of the complete integrals s, T

and R and their relation to the Hamirtonian (7"r) wilr be

considered in this section. specificarry, Jacobi,s theorems,

to be presented here, impry that these functions generate

classical dynamical trajectories of H. A number of technical
results will be derived which facilitate the application of
these theorems.

rt is appropriate to begin with the elegant result of
Jacobi.

]-44
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Theorem 2 (Jacobi)

suppo se Å : G + R is a complete integral of the Hamil-
ton-Jacobi ec¡ration (H-J). For w. Rd 1et q(t) = q(t;e,w)
be a solution to

-rrÅ (q,t;e) = w (8.1)

defined by the impricit function theorem, in a region (s, G)

where the Jacobian determinant

iderl-vrr v)Àt I o

Let p(r) = p(t;Q,w) be given (whenever q(t) exists) by

p(t) = vrÅ (q(t),t;e) .

Then q(.),p(.) satisfy Hamilton's eguations,

(8.2)

9(t) = VZH(q(t),p(r),t) , ptrl = -VIH(q(t),p(t),t) (g.3)

Proof: (after tGF 631.) Differentiate (H-J) with respecr
to Qit

v)aÅ (q,t;e) = -o]r(q,vt,3u.rrìel ,t)vjv] Åu'Lrie) (8.4)

where the summation convention over j e 1 - d is used.

By definirion of q(r), (B.I) is the idenrity _rZÅ (q(r),rie)=w.
Differentiate Èhe ith .o*ponent of this with respect to r:
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Q = oÌoåÅtq(r),t;o)årt.l 
" ro] Åtqtt),t;0)

(8.s)

= oìoå Å Gft),r;a) tqi (tl o]rre(t),vt Å fq(t),r;e),r)l

In the second step, (8"4) was used with q chosen to be q(r).
Since matrix vrvrÅ is invertibl-e by hypothesis, the t...l
in (8.5) vanishes, and upon using (9.2) yields the first
of pair (8.3 ) .

Now differentiate (H-J) with respect to gi,

oþ/ (q,t;e) + ort"(n ,orÅ (q,r¡e) ,t)

+ v]ntø,or/ te,rie) ,.lviv] r3O,tie) = o

Choosing q = g(t) and noting (g.Z) this becomes

via Å (q(t),rie) = -oï"(q(t),p(t),r)
(8 " 6 )

o]"te (t),p(r), tl viv] Å tq(t),r;e)

Fina11y, compute using (8.2):

n, {r) = oior.t Å e(t),t;o)e, (t) + a vri Å g(t),t;e)

substituting for åj from (8.3), and for ð ,TÅ from (8.6),
proves the other half of (8.3). 

@

According to Theorem r, Jacobirs theorem is appricable
to S and T. fn order to make use of R similarly, the
following slight modification of Theorem 2 is of interesr.
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Theorem 2B (Backward Jacobi)

Suppo=" Å: G -+ R is a complete integral of (BH-J) .

For w . Rd, let g(t) = q(t;er\^¡) be a solution t.o

,rÅ(q,t;e) = w

in a region where

der vrv2Å I o

(8.7)

Let

p(t) = p(rre,w) = -vI Å<r(t),t;e)

Then q("), p(.) satisfy Hamil-ton's eguations (8.3).

Proof: This follows from Theorem 2 upon replac ing Å with
-Å. w

Note that both theorems only require H . cl (n2d*1 ) .

The impricit function theorem is discussed in standard

textbooks, cf. IRud 76).

An important consideration that occurs when applying

the implicit function theorem to solve (B.f) for the

classical path q(.) is the behaviour of the range of -rrÅ.
For, if the value w is not assumed by -rr,Å (q,t;e) as

(q,t,8) varies throughout G, then (8.1) is empty, and does

not define a function q (. ) .
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The ranges of -V2S, -VrT and oIR tcf. (8"7) and recall
Q = v for Rl will be characterized in proposition 3" The

following definition and Lemma prepare for this"

Definition 6.

(i) Given o € (0,1), put

t(o) = l, * 1 ì-* r--
I o'E) rr

(ii) For c e R and o € (0,I) define time segments

(8,8)

nj tol = (c,c+t (o) ) t

nl(o) = (c-t(o),c) .

Notice that t(o) -+ 0 as o + 0. rn what follows it wirl
always be assumed that ú € (0,1).

Lemma 7. The following estimates hold for xryrurV . R.d

andi,jel-d"

(a) l*tìrlc(x,r;y,s) l.å (t.nlron

(b) l* rïol r* (x,r; u, s) | . å (t u nl rol I

(c) l* tïrl o# (v,t; y, s) I . å (s e n! (o) )

Proof: Equation (7.2l-) and estimate (7.12) show that
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Now use formula (6"1.38) of tAS 651, namely

x! = m xx+\ exp[-x * 1$;.l (x > o, o e (o,r))

which impl ies nnTn ! < en ¡,ñ Using this in (B . 9 ) gives

l$ viv] o¡ < @/T)-r ; ÀD = @{:_-t-r -Ln=r ' 1-À

where À = ¡t2 U K2 e/m. The series converged. because

^t 
< t ( o) . TH implies À < l. FinaIIy, note that x/ .l--x)

strictJ-y increases with À, and equal s oE¡ qrhen À assúmes

the value

À---- = (1 + (,8; o)-1)-1 rmax

that is, when 
^t = t (o). This proves (a). The proof of

(b) and (c) is the same, except that Lemmas 3 and l_ (c)

are used. &

Proposition 3.

(a) Given any y,w . Rd and t . nl{o), the equation

-VZS(x,t;y's) = \¡¡ (8.10)

has a unique solution x . Rd. In particular Range (-vrS) = Rd.

(b) Given any u,w € Rd and t e nl(o), the equation

-o2T(xrt;urs) = w (8.11)

has a unigue solution x . Rd. Hence Range (-vrr) = Rd.
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(c) Given any v,w . Rd and s e nl(o), the eguation

ol-R (n,t; y, s) = w

has a unique solution y . Rd. Hence Range (vIR) = Rd.

Proof:

(a) Consider the function F: Rd * Rd defined by

F(x) = y * * (w - vro(x,t;y,s)) (8.I3)

Of course, F depends on the fixed values yr\drtrs. Let
¡

x,X' e R". Àpplying Taylor's formula and the Schwarz

inequality to the ith "o*ponent of F shows

lr, (x)-F, (x') I = l*-*' I lvr, (x'+l (x-x,)) 
I

for some À e (0,1). But (8.13) shows that for any z. Rd,

lvr, (z)l = l* or-v]o{z,t¡y,s)l

. tr?_, (o/d)r)\ = o/ñ
-L- I

where Lemma 7 (a) was used. Hence

lr {x)-r(x') | = rr!=r In, (x)-Fr{x')121\

. olx-x'l

Since o < 1, this shows F is a contraction mapping in Rd,

and by the contraction principle tRud 761 it possesses a

(8.12)
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Rd; i

.r0)"

unique fixed point xO €

implies xO satisfies (8

(b,c) These are proved

€.r F(xO) = xO. Then (8 .13 )

in the same fashion by considering

(-w + O2ô*(xrt;u,s)) t

(w + oIa#(v,t;y,s)) t

I
m

I
m

F*(x) = At u +

r# (Y) = -^t v

and using Lemma 7(b,c). w

Proposition 3 establishes, independently of the implicit
function theorem, the existence of unique locaI solutions
q(t) to (8.1) or (8.7). However, for Jacobi's theorems to
ho1d, it is required that q(.) be continuously differentiable
While this may be established again by direct methods

IMO 84 ], it is of greater general interest to obtain this
result as a consequence of the implicit function theorem.

Thus it must be shown that its hypotheses are satisfied. In

view of Lemmas 2, 3 (smoothness of S, T and R) and propo-

sition 3 (existence of a root) it therefore suffices to show

that the relevant Jacobian determinant does not vanish. This

will be the topic of Lemma 8. ft is convenient to introduce

notations for the Jacobian matrices (M) and determinants (D).

Definition 7 "

(i) For s e R define the following functions on Rd " a: " R.d,
b

, I,1*. 
=' r-l vrivlr tM.. = -ololtr-l I¿ (i'j e I - d)
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D = dettMijl , D* = dettMijf

(ii) For t e R. define, on Rd " CI; ' Rd,

rll = ,vriv]n , D# = derrul, I

Lemma 8. Let x,y,urv e Rd and o € (O,I). The followinq
bounds obtain:

(a) For t . nlto),

rË (1-o)ld . D (x ,t;y,s) . t# (t+o)ld

i*(t-o)ld < D*(x,t;u,s) < [m(l+o)]d

(b) For s e ol (o) ,

tm(1-o)ld . o#(v,t;y,s) < [m(1+o¡1d

Proof; The definition of S shows that

(8.14)

(8.ls)

(8.16)

M.. = I 6.. + vlvior_l 
^t 

tl L 2'

and hence M = å (x + A) where 3 denotes the unit matrix and

A = A(x,t;y,s) is the dxd matrix with elements

oij = * viv]o 
"

These are just the quantities estimated in Lemma 7 (a), so

the operator norm of the corresponding linear transformation
has the bound
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(B.r_7)

If B is any square matrix, with complex eigenvalues

tlr)l=f, then it is easily seen from the Jordan canonical

form of B that

laet Bl = n3=, | ^il . ll e lÊ (8.r8)

Hence, if þ = 3+a this shows

(ar,/m)ulol = laet{l+a) l= ll t+elld

s (lll ll + llalltd . (1+o)d

This proves the right half of (8.14). Furthermore, (9.17)

shows I+a is invertible, and from Neumanrs series the

bound

ll rl+at-tll = (r-llAll)-1 . (r-o)-1

is obtained. Consequently (8.18) with g = (1+e)'1 shows

tSld ¡n ¡ = laet (r+a) | = laet ß*a) -1 
| 
-l

= ll (tr+A)-tll -u , (r-o)d

This proves (8.14) once it is seen that D > O. But this
is true because 3+ya is invertible for y € [OrI], and

y r.+ det(3+ya): [0,]-l * R is continuous, taking the value

1 at Y = 0.

(8.15) and (8.16) are proved similarly. W

Itoll = I g - lorrlt]o < o < 1\i, j=I
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98"2 CIassical Dynamics

This section contains a few selected applications of

the complete integrals S, T and R. The classical paths

obtained from Jacobi's theorems will be studied. The

existence and uniqueness of the two-point boundary condition

paths g,, q* and q'# (encountered in Chapter 4) will be proved

for potentials of class tll . It will be shown that S is the

classical Lagrangian action, and the relationship of S*

and S# from Chapter 5, with T and R witl be determined.

It j-s useful to summarize the properties of the

classical paths obtained from Jacobi's Theorems. This

involves a slight extension of the results of the last

section.

Lemma 9" Fix any s,t e R and consider the equations

-o2s(q1,.iyrs) = mu (t . nlfoll , (8.19a)

vrt(ø2,t;u,s) = my (r . nltoll , (B.r9b)

-o1R(v,t;93,t) = mx (t € n;(o)) , (8.I9c)

where yrLrrVrx . Rd are arbitrary. These equations have

unique solutions

ql (, ) = ql (t; y, s,u)

q2(r) = q2(t;u,s,y)

q3(r) = q3(r;v,t,x)
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which are Ct functions of all of their arguments. As

functions of t they are C- classical paths, and satisfy
the one-point boundary conditions:

ql(") = y , ql(=) = u

q2(") = y , .r2(=) = u

q3(t) = x , q3(t) = v

(8.20a)

(8.20b)

(8.20c)

Remarks.

(i) The quantities on the 1.h.s. of (8.20) are to be under-

stood as the limits as r -l' =* or t -+ t . Existence of these

limits is part of the Lemma's conclusion

(ii) The term "cl-assical path" denotes a C2 function
q: (a,b) . R * Rd which satisfies Newton's equation

mä(t) = -vu(g(r),t) .

Equivalently (q,mq) is Cl and satisf ies (8.3 ) .

(iii) A fourth set of results similar to the three above may

be obtained by considering the complete integral- S(",t;",.)
of (BH-J) .

Proof: The statements preceding (8"20) are conseguences of

Theorem 1, 98.1 and the implicit function theorem"

To establish (8"20a) note that (8"19a) may be written

(8.21)
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Let r -+ 
"o. Lemmas 2 and J- imply that -VrQ -> 0 uniformly

in (qI,y). The boundedness of the r.h.s. of (g.Zl) thus
l

shows that g- (t) * y, and the fact this r.h.s. -| mu shows
.1.q (t) '+ u.

To prove (8.20b), write (B.I9b) in the form

2'tme-(t) - m(r-s)u = o2Þo(q'(r),t;u,s) + my (9.22)

Letting r -+ s+ and using Lemmas3 and I shows q2 (r) * y.

Hence (8.22 ) may be rewritten

(t-s)-ttn'(r)-q2(") I = u + (m(r-s))-102a*(q2(.),t;u,s)

Because of the extra factor Int¡ lel in (7.13) it is seen
.fthat q'(s) * u. The proof of (8.20c) is similar. I

The next Lemma establishes some technical results which

are needed in the following Theorem.

Lemma 10

(a) Given any s e lR and yrü. Rd there is a unique classical
path r: R * Rd satisfying the initial conditions

r(s) = y , i(=) = u

(b) Let 0 < t-s < t (o) and suppose r is any classical path

whose domain contains (srt)" Then for al_l t e (srt) the

following hold,
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-V2S(r(t)tr'ìr (s),s) = mi(s)

vrT(r(t),t;i(=),=) = mr(s)

-ol_Rtittl,tir(t),r) = mr(t)

(8.23a)

(8.23b)

(8.23c)

Proof:

(a) Newton's equation is equival-ent to Hamilton system (8.3 ) ,

which upon writing z = (qrp), may be written as the first
order differential equation

dz/dr = (Y2H,-o1H)(z,t) . (8.24)

Because u e tI , it is now straightforward to verify the

hypotheses of Theorem 1.4, Chapter 6 in tLS 68l, and the

conclusion of this Theorem is (a).

(b) put u = i(s) and y = r(s). Then path ql = qI(.iy,s,u)
of Lemma 9 solves (8.23a). ql is also a classical path

with the same initial condition (by (8"20a)) as r. Hence

(a) implies qI = r (on the intersection of their domains).

Thus r satisfies (8.23a).

(8.23 b,c) are proved similarly usirrg q2 and q3. W

The existence and uniqueness of the classical paths q, q*
¡

and q' used in Chapter 4 can now be proved for suitable
time displacements Ât. This is accomplished by making

suitable choices of u, y and x in (8.19).
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Theorem 3. Let 0 < t-s < (I + t/,ffi¡-\ TH, and consider

the following two-point boundary conditions (for Newton's

equation):

q(s) = y , q(t) = x ì

qo(") = u , q*(t) = x ì

q#(=) = y , q#(a) = v ,

(8.25a)

(8.2sb)

(8.25c)

where yrxrurv . Rd are arbitrary. Then there exist unique

classical paths q, g*, q#, R. * Rd satisfying these boundary

conditions, respectively.

Proof: [ExistenceJ Begin with q = q(.ix,t;yrs). For the

given x,t; y, s choose u = + vrS (x,t;y, s) . That is, for
r € (s,t) define

g(t) = ql (riy¡s,- *! vrs(x,t;y,s)) (8.26)

According to Lemma 9, q is then a classical path satisfying
q(s) = y and

.lg(s) = - *= o2S(x,t;y,s) . (8.2'1)

Further, since ql solves (8.19a) it follows that

-v2S (q (t ) r t i Yr s) = -o25 (x,t; Y' s)

Setting r = t here, shows q(t) = x because qI is the unique

solution. This shows q satisfies (8 "25a); it may be

extended to R by Lemma t0 (a) 
"
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Next, e* = q* ("ix¡tiurs) is defined by a speciat choice

of y" For r € (s,t) define the classical path

.)lqt(t) = q-(tiu,s, * oZt(x,t;u,s))

Then by Lemma g, qn(") = u and

= -v2S (x, t; Y, s )

= *å(=)

(8.28)

lq*(s) =; vZT(*,t;u,s) (8.29)

With this value of y and r = t in (8.19b) it is seen that
q*(t) = x, proving (8.25b).

Finally, the definition

q#(.) = q3(t;v,t,- * vrR(v,t;y,s)) (8.30)

yields a classical path satisfying (8.25c), as well as

(8.31)

lUniqueness] Begin with q" Let r be any classical
path (whose domain contains (s,t)) which satisfies the two-

point boundary condition (8.25a). ft will be shown that
Í = q. Then setting r = t in (8.23a) shows

mr(s) = -V-,S(r(t) ,Lìr (s),s)
¿

by (8"25a) for r

bY (8"27) 
"
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Hence r and q satisfy the same initial conditions at
time s. Then Lemma I0 (.) implies r = q.

The uniqueness of q* follows by setting r = t in
(8.23b) and using (8.25b) and (8.29). For q# ser r = s

in (8.23c), then use (8.25c) and (8.31). @

It can now be proved that the function S, defined by

(7.25), is indeed the classical Lagrangian action. Thus

S is the relevant guantity to be used in the VíKB approxi-
mation of the time evolution kernel, as in Section 5.0.

This reads to the possibility of studying the heuristic
arguments given there more carefully (for the A = O, u e 1,I

case). This will not be carried out here.

In view of Theorem 3, the action is well-defined for
suitable arguments, by integrating the Lagrange function

L(x,i,tl = Ï l*12

Definition 8 " Given

q = q(.;rxrt;Y,s) be

define the Lagrangian

Theorem 4

Proof: In

S" (x, t; y, s)
t

= ldt L(g(.),å(t),r)
s

SL = S, on the domain of SL.

view of (8 "26 ) Jacobi's theorem

s€lRrxry€

the classical
action

u (xrt) .

Rd and t
path in

+
e Q'(o). LetS-

Theorem 3. Then

(8.32)

gr_ves
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"l9(t) = å (vts) (q(t),riy,s)

Insert this identity into the integrand of (9"32) and use

the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for S. One finds
t

S"(x,t¡y,s) = I art-(a.,s) (q(t),riy,s) - zu(q(t),t)l
s

Expressing the first term of the integrand as a total
derivative with respect to r ¡ via

(aIs) (q(t)¡tiy,s) = * s(q(t),riy,s) - mlät.l l2 ,

leads to

+tç, + 2 Idt L(q(.),å(t),r) ,T=s s
(8.33)

or

S"(x,t;y,s) = S(x,tiy,s) - 1i[ S(q(t),riy,s).
T-+s'

From the properties of g (t ) and O it. is easily seen that
the limit vanishes. @

The final result of this chapter is an anal_ogue of
Theorem 4 for the functions R and T. fn it, q* and q#

are the classical paths defined by Theorem 3"

Theorem 5. Let xrurvry . Rd and o €. (0rI).

(a) For t . nl {o) ,

t
T(x,t;u,s) = mu'q* (s) + Í a, L(q* (.),ån (t),r) . (g"34)

S"(x,t;y,s) = -S(q(r) rriy,s)
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(b) For s e Q, (o) ,

R(v,r;y,s) = -mv.q#(t) + I u, ¡,(q#(.),å#(t),t)
s

This will be given only for (9.34 ) , since it is
Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4 with q*,

place of g, S, y, and the integral in (9.34) in
SL. Then (8.33) is replaced by

(8.3s)

Proof:

t1pical.

Truin
place of

r)
t
la,

S

t
la,
s

L(qorg*r.) = -T(q*(t)rrrrr,=) ft + 2
I t=s

L (q*, g*,

= T(xrtiurs) 1im t(q*(t),tiu,s)
+

T-+S

mu.q* (s)= T(xrt;u,s)

Theorem 5 allows the forrowing connection to be

with the WKB analysis of Chapter 5. Evidently

S* (x, t; k, s) = T (x ,t¡k/m, s) ,

I

made

(8.36a)

(8.36b)

For example, using (8.36a) to define S* shows that S* is a

solution to the Hamílton-Jacobi eguation, satisfying the
reguirement (5"27)" Furthermore, Theorem 5(a) shows that
(5.34) holds. The latter equation, when combined with the

large mass expansion of g*, was of course the starting
point. of a derivation of the W-K expansion.
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98.3 Conclusions of part IIf

using a consistency argument which compared the wKB

approximation with the graphicar w-K expansion of guantum

propagators, three expressions were conjectured to be

comprete integrars of the Hamilton-Jacobi eguation of
classicar mechanics. For a wide, but suitabl_y werl-behaved,
crass of potentials these candidates $/ere verified to
indeed be sorutions, and their detailed properties could be

analyzed in a mathematically rigorous fashion.

The Hamilton-Jacobi equation is a nonlinear partial
differentiar equation in d+r dimensions, so obtaining
soÌutions is a nontrivial task. This is particurarly
true in the generar probrem considered here where one

cannot expect that u (x,t) wiII have symmetry properties
that would permj-t the study of (H-J) by the method of
separation of variables. Ànother merit of the tree graph

constructive representation of complete integrals of the
Hamil-ton-Jacobi equation is that many detaired dynamical
properties of the Hamiltonian system (7.r) can be estabrished
with elementary analytical methods.

some of these properties were presented in section 8.2,
because of their relationship with the ideas in part tr.
other properties derived from the tree-graph action s may

be found in tMo 861. For compfeteness, these will- be

summarized here.
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(1) The existence and unigueness of the classical path

q('; x,t;}z,s) r as well as positivity of the determinant

D, is in fact valid for time displacements 
^t 

< 2 TH.

(2) For static potentials (a u = 0) of class 1I , a non-

stationary closed orbit must have period > 4 TH.

(3) The path q in (1) furnishes the action functional

with a strong minimum.
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